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INTRODUCTION
More than 20 years ago I finished school and started my studies in 
economics with a special focus on logistics management� I did my 
studies in combination with a lot of practice at the logistics company 
DACHSER. Back in the days, there were smoke-filled rooms with a 
handful of dispatchers managing short and long distance transportation, 
warehousing and an increasing number of contract logistic deals� Already 
back then technology played an important role in organising the flow of 

goods around the globe including the management 
of data and an attempt to increase visibility 
through tracking and tracing shipments�

After finishing my studies I moved into consulting 
and later to a startup company for more than a 
decade with only some touchpoints with logistics 
and transportation� When I moved to the venture 
capital industry in 2017 supply chain management 
was not immediately on my focus list� As a venture 
capital investor I decided to focus on B2B software 
companies that address critical business processes 
for companies of all sizes and from a range of 
industries� When I joined seed+speed Ventures in 
July 2019 the area of supply chain management again 
caught my attention when I came across PreWave, 
a supplier risk management software startup from 
Vienna, in which I decided to place an investment in 
May 2020� Around that time I had decided to take a 
closer look at the supply chain management startup 

landscape in Europe and did some landscaping to see where interesting 
companies evolve and which technologies are on the rise� Supply chain 
management at this time was an increasingly interesting topic as startup 
companies like Sennder, Scoutbee and others had attracted the attention of 
venture capital investors and landed news breaking financing rounds.

Supply chain management in my understanding is all about a holistic view 
on an end-to-end process from sourcing raw materials or services to the 
(digital) end customer experience� It goes far beyond the core functionality 
of storing and transporting goods from one location to another� Supply 
chain management touches on all parts of the value chain starting from the 
sourcing and production of raw materials, continuing with the manufacturing 

www.scm-startups.com
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process of products and then following the supply chain all the way 
to the final delivery to the end consumer. Supply chain management 
continues even further with the recycling of precious resources in today’s 
movement towards a more sustainable, circular economy� As such supply 
chain management is at the core of the world’s economy� And it’s heavily 
influenced by all kinds of new technologies, global politics and external 
shocks as the global Covid19 pandemic has shown�

Supply chain management techniques and principles have been 
shaping our economies since decades in an increasingly globalized 
and connected world. New technologies, e.g. artificial intelligence, 
robotics, IIOT and robotics, to name just a few, are fueling a new 
wave to make global supply chains even more efficient, more 
transparent, more resilient and with an ever increasing importance 
more sustainable� When it comes to creating a sustainable and 
decarbonized economy of the future, supply chain management plays 
a vital role� Consequently, in the last years a lot of great startups 
dedicated to the area of sustainability have been founded� 

When I decided to extend my work on the topic of supply chain 
management I wanted to do something that would help me not only to 
learn about the startup landscape but also to extend my network in this 
space� Furthermore, I wanted to create something that would help supply 
chain management startups to gain visibility for industry professionals 
as well as other venture capital investors looking at the segment� This 
was when the idea of The Supply Chain Management Startups Handbook 
was born and I started to collect company profiles from startups and 
scaleups from this area through www.scm-startups.com�

When I kicked-off the project in February 2021 I thought of it as a small 
side project that would help me to understand the area a bit better and 
gain some deeper insights into the companies willing to share some 
information� Now, roughly 6 months later, I can proudly present a 
compilation of more than 200 companies from 27 countries all over Europe 
accompanied by great insights provided by leading industry experts! 

Throughout the last months I received great feedback and interest 
in the handbook and I am especially grateful to the many helping 
hands that supported me in building the final result. Among others I 
would like to thank Johannes Franke and the startport team, Johannes 
Berg and the DE Hub Logistics from Hamburg, Martijn and the whole 
Supply Chain Media Team as well as my colleagues from seed + speed 
Ventures who helped me to spread the word about the handbook� The 
handbook would not have been that big without their help!

http://www.scm-startups.com
www.scm-startups.com
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What you will find in the Supply Chain 
Management Startup Handbook

The handbook is built around the company profiles of startups and 
scaleups that registered for it by answering a standardized questionnaire� 
They also categorized themselves into one or more market segments in 
which they operate or to which they provide value through their product 
or service offering� To guide you through the handbook I have created an 
overview through which you can browse the companies by their segment 
or their company name. For each company you will find a one-page 
company profile including the relevant contact data to reach out to them.

Based on the submitted answers we also have created our overall 
evaluation which you can find at the beginning of this handbook in the 
section Data Evaluation� 

Throughout the last months I received great feedback and interest in the 
handbook and I am especially grateful to the many helping hands that 
supported me in building the final result.

I would like to thank Knut Alicke, Julian Fischer and Jürgen Rachor, 
Martin Neuhold, Eva Cadilhac and Johannes Berg, Juliane Heßmann 
and Alexander Garbar, Dr. Lisa Smith and Harald Nitschinger, 
Dr. Oliver Weisshuhn, Gesa Jaekel, Robert Jänisch, Dr. Lennart 
Bochmann, Julian Wyszynski, Rika Voss and Felix Koch for adding 
even more value to the handbook by providing short expert content to 
different topics. You will also find their contact data in case you want to 
reach out and discuss those topics in more detail!

Special thanks also go to Johannes Franke and the startport team, Johannes 
Berg and the DE Hub Logistics team and Martijn Lovers and the whole 
Supply Chain Media team for their help in promoting the handbook and 
reaching out to their network� And of course I’d like to thank my colleagues 
from seed + speed Ventures who helped me to spread the word about the 
handbook� The handbook would not have been that big without their help!

Last but not least: By publishing The Supply Chain Management Startups 
Handbook 2021, I want to contribute to a lively discussion about innovations 
in the space� In case you want to discuss trends, challenges, your company 
or any topic related to supply chain management I am happy to talk� Don’t 
hesitate to reach out via mathias.bosse@scm-startups.com or through my 
Linkedin or Twitter account�

Enjoy reading!   
Mathias

mailto:mathias.bosse%40scm-startups.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mathias-bosse-25254365/
https://twitter.com/mathias_bosse
www.scm-startups.com
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HOW WE 
BUILT THE 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT 
STARTUPS 
HANDBOOK 2021
Before we let you explore the company profiles in more details, we would 
like to spend a word on the methodology we used to create The Supply 
Chain Management Startups Handbook 2021�

Since the kick-off back in March 2021 we actively promoted the idea of 
creating a collection of company profiles covering startups and scaleups 
from the supply chain management sector to create more awareness for 
innovative, often tech driven but still young companies� We aimed at 
creating a one page profile for each company in the handbook. To generate 
the information needed, we marketed the idea via social media and 
reached out to supply chain management startups via email and LinkedIn� 

The company profiles you find in The Supply Chain Management Startups 
Handbook 2021 are therefore mostly created by the companies themselves 
and based on the data they submitted�

All companies included in this handbook answered a questionnaire about 
their company and the state of their business via our website www�scm-
startups.com. The submitted information is the basis for their profiles in 
The Supply Chain Management Startups Handbook 2021� We screened 
all of the profiles and checked the submitted data. Companies that were 
clearly not active in the supply chain management sector or out of our 
geographical focus region Europe were excluded� In some cases (without 
claim of completeness) we enriched the profiles with recent funding 
rounds we detected after the respective company submitted its data� 

www.scm-startups.com
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Features Light Version 
(Company Summary) 

Full Version 
(Company Profiles)

Company Name  

Company Location  

Company Description  

Founding Date  

Number of Employees  

Funding Raised (in USD)  

Founders / Managing Directors  

Company Segments  

USP  

Description of problem solved  

Target Customers  

Reference Customers  

Awards  

Recent News  

Company Website  

Contact E-Mail  

Except for editorial changes, we especially did not change company or USP 
descriptions or adjust the tagging�

Light Version vs. Full Version

The handbook is available in two versions� The light version comprises a 
more handy and compact summary of the company profiles while the full 
version provides the full one-page profile of each company.

www.scm-startups.com
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HOW IT ALL 
STARTED 

When we kicked off The Supply Chain Management Startups 
Handbook in February 2021, we decided not to limit the registration 
to European startups and scaleups. However, it turned out that the 

most registrations came from Europe (including the UK). We therefore 
decided to focus on (geographical) Europe for the analysis. When it 

comes to interpreting the data, we’d like to point out that the analysis 
is based on the data we collected and hence might be biased by our 

own geographical focus and our media reach in our attempt to attract 
startups and scaleups to register for the handbook. Having said this, 

let’s dive into the numbers. 

www.scm-startups.com
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Startups per country
A total of 215 companies from 27 European countries registered for The Supply Chain Management Startups 
Handbook 2021� The majority of these companies are located in Central Europe (109 companies; >50%) and Western 
Europe (63 companies, >29%)� With 79 startups and scaleups Germany is clearly the most important country for 
supply chain management startups according to our data set followed by the UK, France, The Netherlands and 
(a bit surprising) Switzerland� Only 8 companies from East and Southeast Europe registered for the handbook, 
so the region might be a bit underrepresented here and it might bear lots of potential regarding its supply chain 
management startup landscape�

GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
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Average funding per company
We asked every startup that registered about the funding they have raised� However, some companies decided 
not to disclose details about funding raised by VCs. Others raised their first funding round or follow-on financing 
after submitting data� We therefore updated the funding data with crunchbase information on those occasions� 
Whenever a startup delivered funding numbers and we found different numbers on crunchbase but no funding 
round after the submission date, we used the registree’s data for publication and further analysis� Overall the 215 
startups in our handbook raised a total of 1,99bn USD to date, translating into an average of around 9,3m USD/
company� However, we broke the data furtherly down: out of 215 registered startups 135 raised VC funding leading 
to an average of 14,8m USD/funded company� Even when excluding the likes of Forto and Sennder with respectively 
340m USD and 350m USD of funding to eliminate some of the skewness in our data, the average funding of funded 
companies remains at an impressive level of 9,8m USD per company with a median total funding of 2m USD still 
showing significant but expected skewness.

Unfortunately, we didn’t generate enough data for a profound pan-european analysis� However, the data we 
generated seems to mirror what can also be seen in industry agnostic reports: central europe, UK and the nordics 
have the maturest VC ecosystems while southern and especially eastern europe remain on a comparatively low 
level of average funding per funded company� When it comes to median funding, Germany, Switzerland and 
Sweden are on top of the list with a respective funding of 3,6m USD, 3,5m USD and 3,5m USD per funded startup� 
However, these numbers don’t take potentially lower capital efficiency going along with e.g. higher wages into 
consideration� The ratio of funded companies compared to total companies is best in Italy,  Spain and France with 
percentages of 100%, 82% and 81%� Although at least for Italy this ratio is for sure not statistically solid with only 
6 italian startups in our list, it shows that also outside Europe’s startup hotspots, there can be solid ecosystems for 
supply chain startups� Furthermore, with an above average median funding per funded startup of 3m USD and a 
funding ratio of 81% France seems to be the hottest place in Europe for supply chain startups right now�

Country #Startups Funding/
Country

Funded 
Companies

Avg Funding/
Funded Company

Median Funding/Funded 
Company

GERMANY 79 1.172,30 38 30,85 3,55
UNITED KINGDOM 18 106,36 14 7,60 1,66
SWITZERLAND 16 118,38 11 10,76 3,50
THE NETHERLANDS 14 37,10 6 6,18 2,80
FRANCE 16 110,96 13 8,54 3,00
SPAIN 11 100,88 9 11,21 0,90
BELGIUM 8 11,00 5 2,20 1,30
SWEDEN 7 167,14 5 33,43 3,50
AUSTRIA 6 3,96 4 0,99 -
ITALY 6 9,59 6 1,60 1,15
NORWAY 5 55,40 3 18,47 -
ROMANIA 4 3,10 2 1,55 -
PORTUGAL 3 1,50 3 0,50 -
DENMARK 3 0,78 2 0,39 -
LITHUANIA 2 0,80 2 0,40 -
SLOVENIA 2 7,00 1 7,00 -
LATVIA 2 0,35 2 0,18 -
LUXEMBOURG 2 0,00 0 -
CZECH REPUBLIC 1 0,00 0 -
POLAND 2 18,30 2 9,15 -
TURKEY 2 1,00 2 0,50 -
ESTONIA 1 0,15 1 0,15 -
IRELAND 1 18,00 1 18,00 -
BULGARIA 1 0,40 1 0,40 -
SLOVAKIA 1 11,10 1 11,10 -
CROATIA 1 0,00 0 -
RUSSIA 1 36,00 1 36,00 -

TOTAL 215 1.992 135 14,75 2,00

Central Europe Western Europe Southern Europe Northern Europe Southeast Europe Eastern Europe
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NO. OF STARTUPS
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Supply chain management startup hotspots in Germany 
When looking at how startups are distributed between German cities and regions it comes as no surprise that 
also in our data base Berlin and Munich represent the top of the city list with respectively 20 and 13 supply chain 
management startups based there� However, they are followed by Hamburg with 7 SCM startups which is well 
known for its logistics ecosystem that seems to be a solid foundation for supply chain innovation as well� Taking 
a look at federal states, Berlin is still leading the list followed by North Rhine-Westphalia with 16 companies 
registered and Bavaria with 15� What’s interesting though is that only very few companies are based around 
important logistic hubs such as Leipzig and Frankfurt (Main)� It seems that being based in a startup hotspot such as 
Berlin and Munich is more important than being close to logistic hotspots�
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Supply chain management startup hotspots in Europe  
Taking a look at the popularity of European cities for the supply chain space there are no major surprises with 
Berlin, Munich and London being the most popular cities� However, logistics infrastructure does seem to play some 
kind of a role as also Hamburg and Antwerp appear in the higher ranks of our list�

NO. OF STARTUPS
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Segmentation of supply chain management startups
In the course of the registration all companies were asked to characterize their offering and themselves into 
different categories that best describe their product or service (multiple answers possible)� The results show that 
startups are tackling a broad range of applications in nearly all areas of supply chain management� Furthermore, 
there is some overlap between the categories and companies are touching on different aspects of the spectrum� 
On average companies identified more than 3 segments that benefit from their solution. From the data we can see 
that there is a focus on the visibility (13%), traceability (9%) and risk management (7%) area� So roughly 30% of the 
all mentions went to these three categories� When looking at the numbers of companies addressing at least one of 
these segments the picture is even clearer� More than half of the companies (120; 55%) provide a product or service 
helping to increase transparency along the supply chain, which is also driven by the sharp increase of startups 
focussing on sustainability�
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Funding per segment
The most popular supply chain segments from an investor’s perspective are Supply Chain Visibility, Freight 
& Shipping and Supply Chain Risk Management� In our database there are 65 funded Supply Chain Visibility 
Startups with an average Funding of 19m USD per funded company making it the historically hottest segment for 
VC investments in supply chain� In terms of total funding amount associated with the segment, it is followed by 
Freight & Shipping with only 34 funded startups but an impressive 34m USD avg� funding per funded company 
and a comparably very high median funding of 4m USD� On the third place in terms of total funding associated 
with is Supply Chain Risk Management with a total of 37 funded companies across Europe and an avg� funding per 
funded company of 20m USD� Looking at the number of funded companies, Process Management with 58 funded 
companies, Traceability with 46 funded companies and Sourcing and Procurement with 43 funded companies seem 
to be the most promising for future super rounds besides the segements already mentioned� However, with an avg� 
funding of funded companies between 6,8m USD and 7,5m USD there is quite a gap to be closed�

Segment

Number of 
startups 

operating 
in that 

segment

percentage 
of startups 
operating 

in that 
segment

Funding 
in 

mUSD

Funded 
companies

Percentage 
funded 

companies

Avg. 
funding/
company 
in mUSD

Avg 
funding/

funded 
company in 

mUSD

Median 
Funding/
Company 
in mUSD

Supply 
Chain Risk 
Management

54 25% 750,00 37 69% 13,88 20,26 2,25

Robotics 20 9% 128,00 14 70% 6,39 9,14 2,50

Fleet 
Management

42 20% 536,00 26 62% 12,76 20,61 1,40

Sourcing & 
Procurement

65 30% 293,00 43 66% 4,50 6,81 2,00

Warehousing 53 25% 307,00 35 66% 5,79 8,77 2,10

Freight & 
Shipping

62 29% 1.162,00 34 55% 18,74 34,16 4,00

Asset 
Tagging

19 9% 133,00 13 68% 6,99 10,22 2,35

Sensors 26 12% 149,00 18 69% 5,73 8,28 2,20

Last Mile 
Delivery

48 22% 348,00 30 63% 7,25 11,60 2,50

Planning 53 25% 224,00 29 55% 4,22 7,71 2,50

Process 
Management

89 41% 412,00 58 65% 4,63 7,11 2,00

Intralogistics 32 15% 209,00 17 53% 6,53 12,30 2,00

Supply Chain 
Visibility

102 47% 1.257,00 65 64% 12,32 19,33 2,05

Traceability 69 32% 346,00 46 67% 5,01 7,52 1,80

Other 30 14% 196,00 16 53% 6,52 12,22 4,50

www.scm-startups.com
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Segments per country
We also took a look at the differences between the european ecosystems in terms of which segments are the 
most popular in which country� We only analyzed countries with more than 10 registrations for the handbook of 
which we had six with Germany, UK, France, Switzerland, The Netherlands and Spain� However, we found that 
geography doesn’t seem to be a major driver of segment distribution which is not that much of a surprise taken into 
consideration that supply chain is naturally an international topic� In all countries with more than 10 registrations 
except Germany, Supply Chain Visibility was the segment most companies declared to operate in, with more than 
15% of the companies in each respective country dealing with visibility� Asset Tagging, Sensors and Robotics are 
overall the least mentioned segments� What is interesting though, is that German startups seem to have a major 
focus on freight and shipping with 9,09% of all registrees declaring to operate in that space while the average of the 
other countries mentioned remains at 5,66% of the respective registered startups� 

Another interesting data point is that Last Mile Delivery plays a major role in The Netherlands and Spain with 
respectively 10,53% and 15% of their registered startups operating in that field while it is only 5,29% on average for 
Germany, Switzerland, UK and France�

Germany Ranking

Process Management 12,5%

Supply Chain Visibility 11,74%

Freight & Shipping 9,09%

Supply Chain Risk Management 8,33%

Sourcing & Procurement 8,33%

Warehousing 7,95%

Last Mile Delivery 6,44%

Intralogistics 6,44%

Planning 5,68%

Traceability 5,68%

Other 5,30%

Fleet Management 3,79%

Sensors 3,79%

Robotics 3,41%

Asset Tagging 1,52%

United Kingdom Ranking

Supply Chain Visibility 15,22%

Process Management 13,04%

Supply Chain Risk Management 9,78%

Traceability 8,70%

Sourcing & Procurement 7,61%

Fleet Management 6,52%

Warehousing 6,52%

Last Mile Delivery 6,52%

Planning 6,52%

Freight & Shipping 5,43%

Intralogistics 4,35%

Other 3,26%

Robotics 2,17%

Asset Tagging 2,17%

Sensors 2,17%

Switzerland Ranking

Supply Chain Visibility 17,19%

Traceability 12,5%

Process Management 10,94%

Supply Chain Risk Management 10,94%

Sourcing & Procurement 7,81%

Planning 6,25%

Asset Tagging 6,25%

Fleet Management 4,69%

Sensors 4,69%

Warehousing 3,13%

Last Mile Delivery 3,13%

Freight & Shipping 3,13%

Intralogistics 3,13%

Other 3,13%

Robotics 3,13%

The Netherlands Ranking

Supply Chain Visibility 15,79%

Process Management 10,53%

Last Mile Delivery 10,53%

Planning 8,77%

Traceability 8,77%

Freight & Shipping 8,77%

Sourcing & Procurement 5,26%

Fleet Management 5,26%

Warehousing 5,26%

Intralogistics 5,26%

Other 3,51%

Asset Tagging 5,26%

Supply Chain Risk Management 3,51%

Sensors 3,51%

Robotics 0,00%

France Ranking

Supply Chain Visibility 15,25%

Process Management 13,56%

Traceability 13,56%

Sourcing & Procurement 8,47%

Warehousing 8,47%

Freight & Shipping 8,47%

Fleet Management 6,78%

Planning 6,78%

Supply Chain Risk Management 5,08%

Last Mile Delivery 5,08%

Other 3,39%

Intralogistics 1,69%

Asset Tagging 1,69%

Sensors 1,69%

Robotics 0,00%

Spain Ranking

Supply Chain Visibility 15.00%

Traceability 15.00%

Last Mile Delivery 15.00%

Planning 12,5%

Process Management 10,00%

Fleet Management 10,00%

Warehousing 7,5%

Intralogistics 5,00%

Supply Chain Risk Management 2,5%

Freight & Shipping 2,5%

Other 2,5%

Sensors 2,5%

Sourcing & Procurement 0,00%

Robotics 0,00%

Asset Tagging 0,00%
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FOUNDING YEARS AND FUNDING STATISTICS
Founding years
Many of us felt that supply chain management has become an increasingly interesting space to start a company 
in, so we took a look at the founding activity over the last years� The data show a constant increase of founded 
companies since 2012 with a peak in 2019, which might be due to Covid-19 impacting the 2020 and 2021 numbers� 
From 2015 onwards 20 or more companies were freshly started in the supply chain management sector doubling 
to nearly 40 new companies in 2019� With the pandemic hitting in 2020 there was a bit of a slowdown in new 
foundings� It will be interesting to see if and when founding activity accelerates again� Looking at the focus 
segments in which companies were started, it’s worth noting that Supply Chain Visibility and Traceability 
have been a constant area of interest over the past 5 years while Freight & Shipping peaked in 2016 (e�g� Forto, 
Instafreight and Sendify were started in that year)� We think this due to the fact that there can be co-existence of 
various software solutions in the segment of visibility and traceability whereas the freight & shipping segment is 
more driven by volumes, not allowing too many competitors�
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Funding statistics
For The Supply Chain Management Startup Handbook 2021 we also analysed which vintages of startups were the 
most successful in raising funds for their businesses� The majority of startups that registered for the handbook 
were founded after 2012� Looking at the total funding they have received up until the registration ended, the 
vintages from 2015 and 2016 were by far the most successful fundraisers� Startups founded in 2015 raised more 
than 610 million USD while their predecessors from 2016 made it to approx� 600 million USD� Those numbers are 
heavily influenced by the two unicorns Sennder (started 2015) and Forto (started 2016) as each of them represents 
nearly 350 mio� USD in funds raised to date� In other words, more than 50% of the total funds invested (at least 
based on our dataset) went to companies founded in 2015 and 2016�

1

2008

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 10.200.000

$ 10.200.000

16

2014

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 294.900.000

$ 18.431.250

37

2019

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 46.382.138

$ 1.253.571

1

2010

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 3.500.000

$ 3.500.000

20

2015

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 610.399.000

$ 30.519.950

32

2020

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 20.770.000

$ 649.062

0

2011

Funding received

Funding per company
N/A

N/A

26

2016

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 598.715.000

$ 23.027.500

5

2021

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 725.000

$ 145.000

3

2012

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 42.750.000

$ 14.250.000

30

2017

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 149.307.947

$ 4.976.931

8

2013

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 113.300.000

$ 14.162.500

36

2018

Funding received

Funding per company
$ 100.584.000

$ 2.794.000

NO. OF STARTUPS
TOTAL: 215 / $ 1.991.533
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FOUNDER AND TEAM ANALYSIS
Founding team structure
As common sense suggests, team quality is one of the most important success factors when it comes to building a 
company� We therefore took a closer look at the structure of the founding teams� The analysis shows that the typical 
founding team consists of 2 to 3 founding members� More than 64% of the startups had either 2 or 3 founding 
members� What we found as a surprise was the high number of solo founders of roughly 22%� What’s also interesting 
is the difference from country to country� While in Germany 3 out of 4 startups had 2 to 3 founding members other 
countries like the UK, The Netherlands and Switzerland show a tendency towards smaller founding teams� E�g� for 
The Netherlands we found that 70% of the startups had max� 2 founders� Even more so for the UK, where more than 
90% of startups have not more than 2 founders with a solo founder rate of more than 40%� In contrast, countries like 
Spain, Italy and Portugal show a more significant share of companies with more than 3 founders.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100NUMBER FOUNDERS

48

6

57

0

0

82

3

8

1

0

$ 229.537.000

$ 1.162.624.138

0

$ 46.000.000

0

$ 403.281.947

$ 119.510.000

$ 21.700.000

$ 8.880.000

0

TOTAL COMPANIES: 215IN % OF TOTAL FUND RAISED: $1.991.533.085

22,33%

2,79%

26,51%

0,0%

0,0%

38,14%

1,4%

8,37%

0,47%

0,0%
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Female founders in supply chain management
Startups & Places’  latest research in The Startup Heatmap Europe on Women Entrepreneurs in Europe found that 
only 15,8% of European Entrepreneurs are female� While there is a huge gender imbalance in the whole ecosystem, 
numbers are even more shocking in the supply chain management sectors� Out of 215 European Companies that 
registered for The Supply Chain Management Startup Handbook 2021 only 28 Teams had at least one female 
Founder which represents 13% of the companies registered� We counted a total of 511 Founders, out of them 29 
female which translates into a percentage of 5,7%� With Luckabox there was only one company in our handbook 
founded by a women only team�

94,32%
PERCENTAGE  
MALE FOUNDERS

5,68%
PERCENTAGE 
FEMALE FOUNDERS

COMPANIES 
WITH AT LEAST 
ONE FEMALE 
FOUNDER

215

TOTAL NUMBER  
OF COMPANIES

28
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Team sizes
The ever growing startup ecosystem ist one of the job engines of job creation in Europe� That’s also true for the 
supply chain management sector, which is one of the largest employment sectors in Europe� According to the data 
submitted for The Supply Chain Management Startups Handbook 2021 the 215 startup and scaleup companies are 
employing 7�309 people� On average startups have more than 33 FTE on their payroll� The distribution is highly 
skewed to Germany again, which accounts for more than 47% (3�505 FTE) of the entirety followed by the UK 8,10% 
(595) and The Netherlands 7,66% (560)� It’s also worth noting that the top 15 companies make up for 50% of the 
total number of employees with Sennder (840) and Forto (550) clearly leading the pack again� Compared to the 
overall number of people working in the supply chain management sector (which is in the millions) the above 
numbers still feel tiny, but it’s great to see that startups are making huge steps to create future, often tech driven 
jobs in a still conservative industry�

FTE FTE / COMPANY0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

47,95%3505 44,3779GERMANY

428 26,755,86% 16FRANCE

89 14,831,22% 6AUSTRIA

34 11,330,47% 3PORTUGAL

13 6,500,18% 2LATVIA

47 23,500,64% 2TURKEY

337 21,064,61% 16SWITZERLAND

94 11,751,29% 8BELGIUM

130 26,001,78% 5NORWAY

35 17,50,48% 2LITHUANIA

15 15,000,21% 1CZECH REPUBLIC

46 46,000,63% 1IRELAND

3 3,000,04% 1CROATIA

595 33,068,14% 18UNITED KINGDOM

426 38,735,83% 11SPAIN

112 18,671,53% 6ITALY
112 37,331,53% 3DENMARK

85 42,51,16% 2LUXEMBOURG

6 6,000,08% 1ESTONIA

150 150,002,05% 1SLOVAKIA

560 40,007,66% 14THE NETHERLANDS

248 35,433,39% 7SWEDEN

43 10,750,59% 4ROMANIA

28 14,000,38% 2SLOVENIA

140 70,001,92% 2POLAND

11 11,000,15% 1BULGARIA

17 17,000,23% 1RUSSIA

TOTAL FTES: 7309 TOTAL COMPANIES: 215 AVG. NO. FTE: 33.73
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HOW TO ENSURE 
REAL IMPACT 
THROUGH AI IN 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
PLANNING
Artificial intelligence is now available to everyone

Over the last years, artificial intelligence (AI) has become a mainstream 
topic—seemingly omnipresent as a solution to complex problems� The 
availability of AI-based analytics and the many examples of the power of 
AI have contributed to this hype�

There are many examples of AI outperforming even well-trained humans� 
One of the most prominent examples is how AlphaGo and its successors 
have been able to gain dominance in Go, one of the most complex games 
to master� In 2016, AlphaGo was already able to beat 9-dan (highest 
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achievable professional rank in Go) professional players and in 2017, 
AlphaGo Master beat the number one player worldwide, Ke Jie� In 2019, 
DeepMind released MuZero, a successor of AlphaGo that is able to learn 
new games without even knowing the rules and without any human 
teaching (“unsupervised learning”), which has proven to outperform other 
solutions in Go, chess, as well as other games�

The algorithmic basis of such programs is readily available to everyone, 
often as open-source libraries for well-established programming 
languages� This has resulted in many established IT providers 
incorporating AI into their solutions, as well as new players quickly 
entering the AI application field. The hype around AI is further pushed 
through the aggressive marketing efforts of IT solution providers that 
claim AI is the solution to most problems today�

At first glance, supply chain planning seems predestined to be a playing 
field for AI, as there typically is a wide variety of complex problems. While 
planners today spend a significant amount of time creating operational 
demand and supply plans, trying to predict what will happen in the future 
often based on simple statistics, and trying to find an optimum among 
competing objectives, many of the often still manual tasks could be taken 
over by systems� In some cases, AI could even improve accuracy and 
maximize margins�

Applications of AI in supply chain planning

AI is already being successfully applied in demand planning� Further use 
cases are being implemented in supply planning, inbound logistics, quality 
improvement of master data, and learning the behavior of parts of the 
value chain to provide input for a continuous improvement process�

Availability is key—but how to predict? 

Let’s look at demand planning in the grocery retail industry to illustrate 
the power of AI� The goal of a retailer is to have all products available 
on shelf—this creates a visual impression that there is a wide selection 
available to the consumer� The challenge is to have the right stock, 
especially during evening hours; in the case of fresh products like fruits 
and vegetables, this might lead to wastage�

“The algorithmic basis of such programs is readily 
available to everyone, often as open-source libraries for 
well-established programming languages.”
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A perfect forecast helps increase availability and revenue while decreasing 
wastage. Unfortunately, several factors influence demand and the 
purchase behavior of the consumer� Factors like weather or competitor 
promotions can be important influencing factors. 

Those external factors are often not considered properly� The typical 
forecast engine in grocery retail leverages historical demand data to 
predict the future� Let’s take barbecue as an example—shelf life is 
limited, and the consumer demand is highly dependent on weather— no 
one would buy steaks for a good barbecue on a rainy day� Forecasting 
demand based on historical sales would thus be completely misleading� 
What we often see in reality is manual change of proposed orders based 
on the experience of the planner� This takes time, is error prone, and not 
replicable: what happens if the best planner leaves the company?

Wouldn’t it be great to learn the experience of the planner? To take many 
influencing factors into account, without having to discern which are most 

important? This is where AI comes into play� A neural 
network “learns” the behavior of the consumer— the 
system is trained with massive data from previous 
weeks, months, and years� The observed correlation of 
input factors to demand is leveraged to come up with 
a forecast for the coming days and weeks� Building on 
the example of barbecue steaks: training the AI would, 
for example, show that more steaks are bought on 
sunny days, bank holidays, and for sporting events� How 
can this insight be used for more accurate forecasts? 
Bank holidays and sporting events are known well in 
advance, and the weather forecast is usually accurate 
for the coming couple of days� Leveraging this data 

can significantly improve the predictions and optimize the replenishment 
decisions on barbecue steaks for the next few days�

Wouldn’t it be great to know when a shipment 
arrives at your receiving dock?

Production and assembly lines rely heavily on suppliers delivering 
components on time� Due to issues in global logistics systems, as we often 
experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic, significant delays happen 
and lead to firefighting, expedition cost (for example, air freight), and even 
production stoppage� A reliable prediction of the expected time of arrival 
is crucial for smooth production flows, but not easy to estimate, as many 
external factors influence the delivery reliability and actual time of arrival.

“A perfect forecast 
helps increase 
availability & revenue 
while decreasing 
wastage. Unfortunately, 
several factors 
influence demand & the 
purchase behavior of 
the consumer.”
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This is where AI can help� Multiple supply chain software providers use 
AI to learn the complex environment of shipping, for example, based on 
past sailings, the reliability of the ship owner, weather conditions, and 
information on port congestion to accurately predict the arrival time of 
a shipment� This information can be leveraged in an integrated planning 
system to evaluate alternative routings, if required� 

Learning how a complex system like a company 
makes decisions—and how to improve

Imagine a company with dozens of plants, thousands of suppliers, and a 
demanding customer base� Planning is done in an integrated way, but still 
with many manual decisions—using the experience of the planners� Some 
value chains in a company perform better than others, or outperform on 
all dimensions, like lower cost or higher service, and at the same time 
manage to maintain lower inventory, but it is unclear why� Insights would 
help improve the setup and parameters of the planning and execution 
systems—and AI can help� 

Most companies sit on a huge amount of unprocessed data: historical 
transactions, master data, changes to forecast, production orders, purchase 
orders, and more� AI can uncover insights about why some countries, 
value chains, and planners are more successful than others – by learning 
the decisions and the complex environments they are made in� After 
understanding the “why,” the system is able to provide the “what” and 
“how,” guiding the planner in a much more efficient way to make the right 
decisions going forward�

One very important element is the quality of master data, such as capacity, 
lot size, lead time to replenish, and dimensions and weight of a product� 
Master data is often not updated for many years, while suppliers change 
their footprint or improve their processes, reducing or increasing the 
lead time to replenish� Getting the master data right is the single most 
important element to proper planning, correct proposals, and the 
acceptance of the organization�

AI can help increase the quality of master data by using the past to make 
improvements for the future� One company had long lead times as master 

“AI can uncover insights about why some countries, 
value chains, and planners are more successful than 
others – by learning the decisions and the complex 
environments they are made in. “
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data in the system, but did not want to update the information even though 
the supplier delivered quicker and components would therefore be kept 
on stock for a longer time� Analyzing the historical data and learning 
the probability distribution of the lead time allowed for a more targeted 
ordering with the supplier� This level of advanced planning also requires 
well-configured systems and the ability to work with scenarios, tracking 
individual lead times based on historical analysis�

What it takes for AI to generate value 

AI has been a buzzword on every COO’s digitization agenda in the last 
decade� AI is proclaimed to be the next big thing, with hype around the 
terms AI, machine learning, and deep learning—all used interchangeably� 
But the question remains: how can AI work in a supply chain environment 
and generate value?

AI algorithms have been continuously developed since the creation of 
the term back in 1956 at the Dartmouth Conference, the birth of the 
field of AI. The modeling algorithms are not new and radical—neural 
networks, Bayesian algorithms, and gradient boost have been around 
for a while and have been continuously improved over time� Every 
second-year data science student knows where to go to find the standard 
modeling libraries for R and Python, where all the knowledge of the 
crowd is available at the click of a button� The pure modeling part of AI is 
therefore no longer the challenge� 

We have seen in our countless AI-based projects that 90 percent of the 
work is not the model itself, but the underlying data availability and 
quality� It is about harnessing humanity’s collective intelligence to solve 
the world’s toughest problems� This includes identifying the long list of 

potential external and internal influencing variables, 
preselection, definition of data update frequency, design 
of data and output granularity requirements, evaluation of 
data sources and data quality, decisions on data and model 
scope, the development of the testing environment, the 
back-test to compare actual with simulated performance, 
and the close integration to the technical solutions� 
Understanding the relative importance of the variables 
driving the analyzed processes, for example, the product’s 
price gaps between key competitors, can be the most 
important drivers of sales volume� This includes intelligent 

training and selection of test sets, with the flexibility to incorporate 
manual input� Publicly available world knowledge can be combined with 

“AI algorithms have 
been continuously 
developed since the 
creation of the term 
back in 1956 at the 
Dartmouth 
Conference, the birth 
of the field of AI. “
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functional data enhancements, like open source repositories and curated 
libraries, to shift from purely descriptive to truly prescriptive AI use� It 
has historically been a challenge to provide the right level of availability 
of downstream data, for example, ship-to data, VMI feeds, and POS data� 
However, AI-powered research platforms that leverage web knowledge, 
like SparkBeyond, enable at-scale testing of millions of transformations on 

raw data to identify features that drive business outcomes 
by identifying variables with the highest prediction power� 
To train an AI algorithm, we need data—and a lot of it� But 
historical data is often not kept, and the data on storage is 
often on the wrong granularity (no details), without use of 
correlation analysis� If the granularity is not at the right 
level, the changes and drivers leading to numbers are not 
tracked� This is unnecessary, considering the cost of storage 
per month is below $0�01 per GB� Ten years of full order 
history for an average-sized company costs no more than 

$3. There is virtually no financial barrier to tracking data and no need to 
overwrite it to clear up storage space—so why not ensure the right data is 
stored and used?

In order to drive change management of the new data, processes, and 
algorithms, the “explainability” or interpretability of the underlying AI 
is key to turn the “black box” into a “white box�” Supply chain software 
providers with modern advanced planning systems have heavily invested 
in the interpretability of their algorithms� The graphical overlay of 
historical sales with the underlying influencing factors of demand, for 
instance, can make a world of a difference in the acceptance of an AI-
based recommendation to a planner� Automatic root cause analysis for 
failures enables strong performance management dialogues�

Supply chain planners are another ingredient in the recipe for successful 
AI. Traditional skill sets do not suffice to remain competitive anymore; 
over 50 percent of workforce activities could be automated with currently 
proven technologies� The demand management organization of the 
future will combine strong market expertise with the latest data science 
knowledge for forecasting:

1.  The market expert is the link to the commercial organization and is at 
home in both worlds—commercial and supply chain� This role provides 
all market and customer-related input, for example, promotions and 
new POSs, which are then integrated in the forecast� This person must 
be highly skilled in applying market intelligence, have commercial 
expertise, and understand competitor dynamics�

“Supply chain 
planners are 
another ingredient 
in the recipe for 
successful AI. “
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2.  The demand planning data scientist combines internal and external 
data input and analyzes it through AI to form the high-quality basis for 
future demand� The capability needs for this role include experience 
in coding statistical computer languages (R, Python, SLQ), a deep 
knowledge of a variety of machine learning techniques (clustering, 
decision tree learning, artificial neural networks), experience querying 
databases, a solid demand planning understanding, and a strong 
continuous improvement mindset�

3.  The demand manager defines the demand planning segmentation, 
handles exceptions where human input and validation is required, 
for example, new product introductions or end of life, and facilitates 
demand consensus discussion in the S&OP/IBP process� 

The combination of these different roles and 
capabilities is what will make AI successful.

What is required to be successful in supply chain jobs will change 
fundamentally� A workforce transition is needed, as workers require new 
skills and must continually learn and adapt to evolving industries� The key 
question with regard to capabilities is whether to build these in-house, 
hire, or rent/externalize the AI skill set of the future� 

It is our conviction that AI-oriented skills are a core competency for 
the supply chain of the future and cannot be successfully externalized� 
Companies first have to quantify the skill gaps between the current and 
future states to then design a portfolio of initiatives to build the target 
state capabilities, for example, through hiring, reskilling, contracting and 
operationalizing the initiatives, and creating a roadmap and governance to 
start building the target capabilities quickly�

In addition, the identification of the right use case for AI in the end-to-
end planning process is key� For supply chain planning, this must be 
centered on the core KPIs around cost, service, and capital, with a clear 
rationale of where the AI use case will drive value for the business and 
how it will scale across the organization� AI has shown tremendous 
impact improving out-of-stock situations (and therefore top-line sales), 
driving inventory optimization, and utilization increase� A 10 percent 

“What is required to be successful in supply chain jobs 
will change fundamentally. A workforce transition is 
needed, as workers require new skills and must 
continually learn and adapt to evolving industries.”
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improvement in forecast accuracy can help capture up to 2 to 3 percent of 
profit margin improvement.

It is also worth noting that AI cannot be a standalone use case—it must be 
integrated into the entire process landscape to fully achieve bottom-line 
impact� If you look at the common example of AI for demand planning, for 
instance, using a gradient boost to improve forecast accuracy and reduce 
bias, it is key that the demand planning process fully leverages the input 
of the AI� A seamless integration between planning and execution has to 
be given, for example, the ability to replenish at the same, high frequency 
that a demand sensing-based demand signal would provide to the supply 
chain� We have seen countless examples where the best statistical base 
forecast was overwritten multiple times across the demand review cycle, 
fully deteriorating the accuracy of the original forecast, without measuring 
the added value of the activities that make up the consensus demand�

Use of AI in demand planning

Demand planning has been one of the first and most successful areas for 
AI in supply chain planning� This often creates the misperception that 
purely through the use of AI, forecasts can always be improved to a very 
reasonable level� In reality, where and how AI can add value needs to be 
better understood�

One of the first criteria is that the use of AI requires reasonable data 
as potential influencing factors. Weather is always quoted as the prime 

example of an external influencing factor to be considered, 
but this tends to be more complex than it may seem: future 
weather is unknown, so forecasts have to be used as a proxy� 
Weather forecasts tend to be quite accurate in the very near 
future, but very inaccurate a couple of weeks in advance� 
Interestingly, for mid-term forecasting, using calendar 
information is oftentimes more reliable than using weather 
forecasts� The relevant data also needs to exist� For example, 
in businesses with many one-off or make-to-order sales, like 

specially printed packaging for unannounced promotions, AI would not 
create useful forecasts�

Therefore, the level of the forecasting and relevant influencing factors 
should be determined first. In many cases, SKU-level forecasting is not 
even needed, and a forecast at production line level or at product group 
level is sufficient for capacity planning or raw material planning. The 
feature discovery to identify the relevant influencing factors should always 

“Demand planning 
has been one of 
the first and most 
successful areas 
for AI in supply 
chain planning.”
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consider if the features make sense from a business perspective versus 
testing random variables. There is a risk of overfitting to random variables 
with AI, and this also needs to be managed�

AI will also not be able to fully replace manual input to the demand 
planning: customers might communicate changes to their ordering 
behavior, for instance, that they will discontinue ordering a product, 
switch to a different one, or buy more or less going forward� Such explicit 
customer information needs to be captured in the forecasts� At the same 
time, AI can add value by checking the quality of the manual input 
of planners by understanding when planners improved the forecast 
accuracies through manual changes versus when they created poorer 
results; this input could then be automatically processed accordingly�

Secondly, the role of the planner is not only to create a demand forecast, 
but to improve the demand plans by addressing the root causes of 
variability� A planner with many years in the same role knows the 
environment, customer, suppliers, and is familiar with all situations, such 
as end-of-month discounts to reduce inventory or increase revenue� A 
lot of these decisions seem irrational, as they do not optimize the system, 
just small parts of it� If AI were to learn the system’s behavior, it would 
find a strong correlation between increased demand toward the end of 
the quarter and a steep decline in the following month� Unfortunately, 
this increase is often pushed by the companies’ own sales and marketing 
teams, not by the customer� An experienced planner would try to avoid 
this behavior, as it is bad for the system and instead actively work on 
remedying the root causes�

No matter how powerful the analytics are, the results also need to be 
trusted and not be continuously overridden by planners� This is still 
one of the top reasons why planners like to use standard statistics: the 
causal relationships are completely transparent� This has become a major 
aspect in further pushing AI adoption: to create a necessary level of 
“explainability�” Some solution providers incorporate elements to show 
the significance of influencing factors and to simulate how forecasts would 
change in certain scenarios� It is important to get away from pure “black 
box” approaches as long as there is not yet sufficient trust in the outcomes.

“AI will also not be able to fully replace manual input to the 
demand planning: customers might communicate changes 
to their ordering behavior, for instance, that they will 
discontinue ordering a product, switch to a different one, 
or buy more or less going forward. “
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What’s next on the path toward smart and 
autonomous supply chains?

If we are able to predict the future to a large extent, why would we need 
manual interventions of the planner to change dates, volume, or allocations? 

Since the early days of supply chain management, the community has 
discussed the vision of a system with all data in the right quality and 

in real-time, leveraging advanced algorithms to 
plan ahead, make trade-off decisions, and execute 
automatically� All of this is possible in theory, 
and a lot is possible with the currently available 
technology� So why do we not see more advanced 
applications of AI? Unfortunately, reality is much 
more complex—poor master data, irrational decision 
making, and optimizing for local objectives hold 
us back from achieving the vision� The future will 
involve many years of a combined approach: using 
AI to set the groundwork, do the heavy lifting, and 

analyze data, while leveraging the experience of the planner to further 
improve the outcome�

Smart contracts will change the way we operate our logistics systems—
imagine a container that knows the load, promised delivery dates, 
and conditions� This container would be able to interact with a freight 
forwarder or directly with a vessel to select the best route and price� All 
could be done autonomously, with no interaction with anyone in the 
port (for instance, custom clearance, negotiation with freight forwarder)� 
AI plays an important role in these scenarios, as we need to foresee the 
accuracy of the predictions of the container transit time�

If we push this thinking further, we might see digital twins of complex 
global supply chains, enabling scenario analysis, simulation, and 
optimization� AI combined with experienced supply chain professionals 
can optimize the system: the AI provides insights, scenarios, and 
correlations and proposes improvement opportunities, while the supply 
chain professional guides the analysis and simulation based on experience� 

The future of supply chain will be as no-touch and autonomous as 
possible—a hybrid system that incorporates AI and human intelligence to 
optimize the setup and operation of complex systems�

“Smart contracts will 
change the way we 
operate our logistics 
systems—imagine a 
container that knows the 
load, promised delivery 
dates, and conditions. “
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HOW CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY WILL 
RESHAPE SUPPLY 
CHAINS 
Today’s linear economy following the ‘take-make-use-dispose’ model has led 
to a throwaway society, where product life cycles are short, and replacement 
is often cheaper than reuse or repair� While recycling efforts can generate 
good feelings, that alone will not make a dent in the volume of non-
renewable natural resources consumed and discarded�

Circular models decouple economic growth from resource consumption, 
creating long-term value for the stakeholders and the environment� As a side 
effect, circular business models act as decarbonization amplifiers for scope 3 
GHG emissions by extending the lifecycle of energy-intensive materials�

While many traditional sustainability approaches focus on reducing 
negative footprints, the Circular Economy aims at creating positive footprints 
in the ecological, economic and social dimensions and comprehensively 
transforming businesses and value chains�

Common circular approaches include:

 z New product design to increase durability and allow effective 
maintenance, repair and disassembly
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 z Alternative business models, material ownership and recollection schemes
 z Localized ecosystems that provide lifecycle services for products
 z Dematerialization efforts
 z Implementing material loops in the technosphere and biosphere

Circular thinking demands a shift in company culture, as the traditional 
view of how a business operates and makes money has been turned upside 
down� Circular models require a longer-term view and considerable 
patience — sometimes cash flow might not be generation until the second 
iteration of a product when resources finally get reused.

For a circular strategy to work, all the ecosystem partners — including 
suppliers and manufacturing partners — must commit to the process� 
One of the biggest obstacles is bringing all the participants of a value loop 
together and having them act as one entity� Often, it is a question of who 
goes first, as each supplier may feel they are not in the right position in the 
value chain to launch the effort�

Then there is the added complexity: from start to restart, a circular supply 
loop is larger and much more complicated than a traditional linear 
model� Demand is split into demand for new products and for repair, 
refurbishment and reuse services during their lifecycle� Supply also has a 
dual model, where both used parts or components from the field and new 
parts are fed into manufacturing and assembly processes�

This will lead to disruptive changes in traditional supply chain functions� The 
entire model and setup of how product lifecycles are handled may change 
significantly to service-oriented approaches. The key factors for economic 
success will be driven by product design, ecosystem setup and digitally 
oriented service excellence rather than price, inventories or conversion cost�

Procurement

Looking at today’s standard supply chain setup, some of the fundamental 
changes can be anticipated clearly� The procurement function must 
become the orchestrator of ecosystems that provide services during the 
product lifecycle� Transparency and digital integration based on product 
lifecycle management (PLM) information accessible to all participants 
in the material loops is a key aspect� Alternative ownership models will 
reduce the classical strategic and operational procurement activities to a 
bare minimum� Instead, future buyers will need to continuously assess 
the valuation of components, parts and material transitioning during the 
technosphere and biosphere loops� Buying services and developing service 
providers may become one of the key aspects of circular procurement�
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Planning

For planning functions, balancing demand, supply of materials and 
production capacity will become simple things from the past� In the circular 
future, material supply will be new materials to a small extent and in 

most cases, used parts that require individual 
processing before entering the next lifecycle loop� 
Production capacity will be divided into repair, 
refurbish, reuse and recycle, each in need of 
‘production’ planning based on the condition of 
the returned goods� Forecasting may shift from 
simple product sales towards understanding 
the usage intensity in PAS (product as a service) 
models. Demand peaks can be fulfilled in several 
ways in shared asset business models, availability 
of the product is depending on the number of 

assets, their uptime, local demand and other factors� Circular planning will 
be the key to determining the economically suitable timing for replacement 
or repair of assets in line with current demand patterns�

Logistics

Logistics will shift from in- and outbound transport of goods towards 
complex distribution and relocation of assets according to demand� 
Business models may be enriched by differentiated reverse logistics and 
need to be synced to technosphere services such as repair, refurbish 
or disassembly operations� Logistic providers may even include on-site 
services such as replacing components, simple maintenance or cleaning 
in their portfolio� Future logistical processes may involve assessing asset 
conditions to determine the next processing step (from simple re-use to 
refurbishment, disassembly or recycling)�

Manufacturing

Manufacturing currently faces challenges involving the complexity of 
product variants and increasing customization� Industry 4�0 supports 
the trend towards lot size one and may be key for circular economy 
manufacturing as well: the additional complexity comes from varying 
conditions of parts and components returning from a use cycle� 
Technology will once again enable the lot size one trend in material 
supply� However, the transformation will not kick in smoothly, as many 
products need radical redesign for maintainability, repairability and 
disassembly before they are suitable for circular business models�

“ The transformation can be 
summarized as the journey 
from linear, global Supply 
Chains towards 
regionalized, circular 
ecosystems, fully leveraging 
technology and automation.“
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The timing to embark on the transformation journey could not be better� 
The regulatory environment is about to be created in almost all regions 
worldwide, financial investors are seeking opportunities with long-
term value and public opinion is increasingly in favor of sustainable 
businesses and offerings� Most importantly, digitalization has reached 
the required maturity level to enable economic viability for circular 
economy business models even for complex technical products� Starting 
from platforms, location technology and automated ordering and 
billing processes that support a sharing economy to sophisticated I4�0 
technology that helps automate individual processes both in assembly 
and service operations� Blockchain technology supports digital chains 
that create transparency for technical conditions and ownership 
transactions for product or components that run through multiple 
lifecycles in the technosphere loop� 

The challenges for closing the loops and switching to a Circular Economy 
are mainly:

 z Redesigning products and making them suitable for extended lifetimes 
and industrialized disassembly processes

 z Switching business models and organizing financing models for new 
material ownership structures

 z Creating ecosystems serving the loops based on fair value contribution 
sharing principles to attract the right partners

The transformation can be summarized as the journey from linear, global 
Supply Chains towards regionalized, circular ecosystems, fully leveraging 
technology and automation� Successful circular businesses have boosted 
margins, changed their negative footprint to positive in one or more areas 
of sustainability and typically contributed directly to decarbonization� In 
these cases, Supply Chains changed dramatically, including the portfolio 
of suppliers, key value drivers and geographical extent, in many cases 
even impacting customer behavior� Decoupling economic growth from 
resource consumption: the next industrial revolution?
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IF YOU CAN’T 
MEASURE IT, YOU 
CAN’T IMPROVE IT
This slogan may seem a bit trite by now, but in terms of logistics and 
global supply chains it is indispensable when it comes to making shipping 
goods from A to B more sustainable. In the fight for a more sustainable 
and climate friendly economy, people are now not only skipping school 
on Fridays, but are also looking for intelligent and innovative technologies 
and solutions� One place where these ideas and solutions are created, 
tested, validated and brought to growth is, for example, the Digital Hub 
Logistics in Hamburg� Logistics and transport are one of the world’s largest 
sources of greenhouse gas emissions� But what concrete approaches and 
already marketable tools are there to first measure what one wants to 
change?  A closer look at Searoutes, based in Hamburg and Marseille, can 
help to understand better how measuring an impact can help reduce it� 

Supply chain sustainability as a business 
opportunity

As mentioned, climate change is no longer seen as a far-fetched idea but 
as a real issue of our time� According to the Smart Freight Centre, the 
transport sector is the third largest source of GreenHouse Gas (GHG) 
emissions after the manufacturing and construction industry, comprising 
23% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions� Freight transportation 

https://www.smartfreightcentre.org/en/
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made up 36% of transport’s emissions in 2015, and is expected to be at 
least equivalent to passenger transport by 2050� [���] Without intervention, 
freight transport emissions will more than double by 2050, taking 2015 as 
a baseline� 

It is not surprising that policy makers have increasingly focused on the 
regulation of this industry� Companies are facing growing pressure from 
regulators, investors, customers and end consumers� Corporations are 
being forced to measure and assess the environmental impact of their 
business model, integrating possible environmental externalities into their 
existing business model and hence adjusting certain parts of it in order 
to stay in business� But while this assessment may come at a price, there 
are also long-term chances coming along with it� A study by BCG shows 
that, by improving their environmental performances, companies will not 
only improve the planet’s environmental status for the next generations 
but also improve their business results through cost reduction, revenue 
enhancement (e�g� by offering premium services), greater innovation and 
other benefits. 

Moving forward is rewarded! 

Across industries, different actions can improve the environmental 
performance of the company’s supply chain, such as product design and 
packaging, increasing efficiency in the use of operational resources and, 
among others, optimization of the supply chain network� 

Leaders in various sectors have already committed to reducing their CO2 
emissions and have set ambitious targets� For example, IKEA set a long-term 
ambition to reduce their GHG emissions by 70% per shipment by 2030� 
Increasing the use of renewable fuels or switching from truck to trains to 
deliver goods from distribution centers to most IKEA stores in Europe� 

Another example is set by Unilever who plans an estimated 40-50% 
reduction in logistics emissions by 2030� Decreasing distance travelled 
through network redesign, additional use of intermodal solutions using 
trains to reduce demand for long-distance trucking among others�

More and more opportunities in this space are now available to accelerate 
a companies’ emissions reduction due to transport� In the freight and 
shipping industry which accounts for more than 3% of total global carbon 
emissions alone, innovative solutions are showing up to help companies 
tackle their transport carbon footprint� 

In the innovation ecosystem of Digital Hub Logistics in Hamburg alone, a 
whole range of solutions have arisen to meet these challenges� Searoutes 

https://www.bcg.com/fr-fr/publications/2020/supply-chain-needs-sustainability-strategy
https://about.ikea.com/en/sustainability/becoming-climate-positive/greener-transports-for-a-smaller-climate-footprint
https://www.unilever.com/Images/unilever-climate-transition-action-plan-19032021_tcm244-560179_en.pdf
http://searoutes.com
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is one of them� A startup based in the South of France and Hamburg, has 
developed an all-in-one solution for shippers — companies who need to 
move goods from point A to point B — to reduce their carbon footprint due 
to transport� To achieve sustainable transport of goods, shippers need to 
be offered solutions with the choice to opt for cleaner and more affordable 
routes� The startup helps them in 3 steps of their procurement process: 
Tender/ Booking / Reporting�

1: Tender: Know your carriers “CO2 risk profile”

Searoutes uses detailed modeling to estimate emissions of a specific vessel, 
on a given route between a port pair, at a particular speed� They use 
schedule data and routing algorithms to reconstitute the fleets’ operations 
between port pairs, for each carrier and their alliance to return “CO2 risk 
profile”, per carrier. That risk profile allows shippers to choose a particular 
carrier during tender� Shippers can now integrate CO2 emissions as buying 
criteria aside carriers’ rates to start analysing, comparing and optimizing 
their carbon emissions�

2: Booking: CO2 as a new criteria alongside prices 
and transit time

When buying freight, Shippers’ main worries remain the cost, the lead 
times, and availability on the vessel� Searoutes brings another criteria to 
shippers with CO2� With more granular data such as the actual length of 
the rotation (the intermediate stops), the size of the vessel and its speed, 
the startup identifies which services will emit the lowest CO2.  

Figure 1 Display of route optimization by Searoutes

https://searoutes.com/2021/06/10/everything-you-need-to-know-on-the-glec-framework-and-the-calculation-of-co2e-emissions/
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In some cases, shippers observed a 60% CO2 emissions reduction from one 
service to another, because of the distances, the vessel’s characteristics 
(age, engine, size) operating on the service and its speed� 

3: Report:  Know you best and worst performers 

Searoutes helps shippers go beyond the monthly or quarterly report 
pushing them to go a level below look at which shipment incurred 
abnormally high emissions, and what can be done to remedy it� Searoutes’ 
data is available via API, and integrates in all systems of the supply chain� 
SHippers can also send their shipping data to Searoutes to help them 
analyze the historical shipments and optimize the next ones

The example of Searoutes alone shows how young and agile startups can 
help established players in the logistics market to proactively tackle the 
challenge of climate change in their industries� In order to do so, innovation 
ecosystems in which an exchange of ideas and challenges can be exchanged 
and challenged are needed� Cooperation between companies will be key to 
fight global warming - or put differently If you can`t cooperate, you can`t 
change the way logistics in addressing climate change�

Sources:
https://www.bcg.com/fr-fr/publications/2020/supply-chain-needs-sustainability-strategy
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/our-insights/starting-at-the-source-
sustainability-in-supply-chains
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SUSTAINABILITY 
IN LOGISTICS 
The exchange of goods is growing worldwide in the course of 
globalisation and the logistics industry is an important reason for Europe-
wide prosperity� 

Trade and transport routes are reliably mastered and therefore also stand 
for global economic networking� However, logistics and transport not only 
cause prosperity, but also CO2� With a share of 23 percent of global CO2 
emissions, the transport and logistics sector bears a special responsibility in 
the fight against climate change (IPCC, Working Group III Report, May 2007). 

In addition to greenhouse gas emissions, noise, air pollutants and 
particulate matter emissions are important parameters for making 
transport more environmentally friendly and sustainable� Green logistics 
stands for environmental compatibility and resource efficiency. And this 
applies to the entire logistics chain, i�e� to transport, intralogistics and 
logistics real estate� 

An article by Alexander Garbar (Duisburger Hafen 
AG (duisport)) and Juliane Heßmann (startport 
GmbH)

The logistics industry has a non-negligible impact on greenhouse gas 
emissions� With around 230 million tons of CO2, trucks and buses were 
responsible for around 7% of all greenhouse gas emissions in Europe in 
2019� Accordingly, sustainability is a term that has been incredibly present 
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for many years� Not only since the Paris Climate Agreement (2016) and the 
Green Deal (2019) has the topic, and above all CO2 neutrality, been driving 
the logistics industry� However, you often get the feeling that not much 
has happened in the industry in recent years� Most ships still run on diesel 
and at the very least number of trucks are electrically powered or run on 
LNG� Yet the topic is present in the market, not only because of the CO2 tax 
introduced in January� Sustainability does not just mean “green” modes of 
transport, but is a crosscutting issue� 

Digitalization and an increase in efficiency are also basic requirements 
and have been actively addressed by both small and large logistics service 
providers for many years� Despite the numerous possible approaches 
described, the topic has not been given the priority it deserves in the 
past� There are many reasons for this� Low margins in logistics and the 
associated little scope for uneconomic pilots, a lack of financial incentives 
for change, low levels of digitization in logistics, and a lack of political 
pressure are just a few examples� Due to the CO2 tax, growing expectations 
of citizens and funding programs from the state, federal government and 
Europe, a change is becoming visible� Developments in battery technology 
and, above all, the topic of hydrogen seem like solutions that could enable 
an economically compatible decarbonization of the logistics industry� 
However, only in the medium term� However, logistics can also be or 
become sustainable in the short term if digitization leads to fewer empty 
runs, better use of cargo space, and more efficiency in processing, and if 
there is greater acceptance that decarbonization also has its price in the 
logistics industry�

Adjusting screws for logistics companies 

Numerous topics contribute to the decarbonization of the logistics 
industry� Therefore, logistics companies have plenty of opportunities 
to make a significant contribution, even through small changes and 
adjustments. Partnerships for more efficient transport handling and use 
of cargo space, collaboration with startups, and willingness to share data 
are just a few overarching approaches here� Also looking at other modes 
of transport, keyword modal shift, and offer enormous potential� After 
all, more than 70% of freight transport in Germany is still carried out by 
truck� Rail accounts for only 19% and inland waterways for just 7%� 

Unsolved challenges 

In particular, the direct decarbonization of the logistics sector through 
“green” modes of transport represents a significant challenge now. There 
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are currently no economically viable solutions either in the truck segment 
or in the inland waterway transport sector� These challenges are currently 
being addressed with a strong focus on green hydrogen, ammonia and 
methanol� Hopes are high that this will enable the entire logistics industry 
to change quickly� 

The role of Data 

As in many other areas, data, data exchange and transparency are 
a central component on the way to “green” logistics� This is because 
inefficiencies can only be identified and eliminated through a broad 
database. The overriding goal here is to avoid unnecessary traffic. This is 
the fastest way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the logistics sector� 

Logistics-solutions in the startup world at 
startport 

Startups develop new solutions, new solutions to meet current challenges� 
These solutions also offer established companies the chance to develop 
further - also in the logistics industry� With the logistics innovation 
platform startport GmbH, young founders are supported within the 
framework of a twelve-month programme (incubator and accelerator) and 
brought together with companies that are open to innovation and want to 
develop further� This is how we at startport digitise logistics and make it 
more sustainable� For the startups we support, sustainability plays a major 
role in the development of their ideas� 

Thus, the startport startups also work on solutions that make the logistics 
of tomorrow more sustainable under the motto “move less, or more 
economically”� In order to improve the utilisation of deliveries or even 
avoid empty freight transports by ship, train, plane or truck, for example, 
solutions are developed that network the logistics actors� Potential is thus 
recognised and freight gaps avoided� On the other hand, in order to make 
transports and the last mile more sustainable, e-mobility and the use of 
hydrogen are being tested and further developed� The startups are also 
working on solutions to optimise the routes over which the goods are 
transported. For example, traffic jams can be avoided and the route that 
causes the least emissions can be selected�

“ The logistics industry has a non-negligible impact on 
greenhouse gas emissions. With around 230 million tons 
of CO2, trucks and buses were responsible for around 7% 
of all greenhouse gas emissions in Europe in 2019.“
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To conclude, sustainability in the logistics industry and the associated 
decarbonization will continue to gain importance in the future� Both the CO2 
tax and the social pressure on the entire industry make change imperative�
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REALTIME 
MONITORING OF 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
RISK
The challenge
Given the wide range of products and markets that Kärcher serves, the 
management of supply and suppliers pose a challenging task� Suppliers 
have to be evaluated, selected and continuously monitored� Traditionally 
the evaluation is based around financial credit reports and financial 
reporting data� But these numbers always lag behind the reality, as they 
are typically based on last periods balance sheet. In addition to financial 
data and credit reports Kärcher is, as most companies, employing supplier 
assessment forms which rely on subjective information from the suppliers 
and no independent external sources�

The big issue pertaining to supplier evaluation is thus how a true real-
time monitoring of supply chain risks can be achieved, in order to see on a 
day-to-day basis what really happens across the entire global supply chain� 
Risks such as fires, labor strikes or natural disasters can occur suddenly, 
are oftentimes not self-reported by the suppliers and go unreported in 
English speaking media� A lack of awareness of such issues poses a serious 
threat to risk business continuity down the line, as delays in the delivery of 
parts or raw material can halt the production line�
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About Kärcher

Kärcher offers cleaning systems, cleaning products and services for 
recreation, household, trade and industry with an optimum price-
performance ratio� In 2020, Alfred Kärcher SE & Co� KG achieved a turnover 

of 2�721 billion euros, the highest in its history� 
The family-run company employs 13,500 
employees in 130 companies� Over 50,000 service 
outlets worldwide ensure uninterrupted supply 
for customers all over the world� Innovation 
is the most important growth factor for the 
company and has been an essential component 
of the corporate culture since the company’s 

foundation in 1935: roughly 90% of all products are five years old or 
younger� A total of more than 1,000 employees work in research and 
development at the cleaning machine manufacturer� 

The Prewave Solution

Kärcher decided to employ Prewave the instant they found out that 
Prewaves supplier monitoring solution exists in order to monitor all 
their international suppliers spanning more than 50 countries� Prewave 
now monitors their suppliers with real-time data across 50 languages 
across online available data. In addition to the financial reports and self 
assessment, Kärcher can now rely on Prewave data to give them a holistic 
view of everything that has been happening at the suppliers in terms of risks 
such as incidents, labour problems, sustainability issues, lawsuits and many 
more� Knowing about all these risks make the supplier evaluation process 
much more thorough and thus prevent buyers remorse down the line� 

Alfred Kärcher SE & Co. KG

Industry: Manufacturing industry
Revenue: €2�721 billion
Number of employees: 13,500
Website: www.kaercher.com

“ Due to the Corona crisis the year 2020 has 
been very challenging. The permanent 
changing restrictions to contain the virus 
have had been constantly adapted. The supply 
chain has been interrupted and information is 
constantly changing, making it almost 
impossible to obtain transparency in this 
situation. Thanks to ‘Prewave’ we deal with 
the complex situation more effectively and 
furthermore we have the necessary 
transparency to get through the crisis. 
Moreover we are well prepared for the future!.”

Andreas Schön
Manager Sourcing 

& Procurement 
Governance

http://www.kaercher.com
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For Kärchers current suppliers the Prewave solution gives them the 
opportunity of a fast reaction time should any problem occur as 
they will be informed in real-time of any risk events� It is also much 
easier to monitor the status of the suppliers with a traffic light system: 
operational, at risk or shut down� This is especially useful in today’s 
time concerning the impact of the coronavirus� Prewave introduced the 
coronavirus disruption map, which displays the status of suppliers and 
their manufacturing sites with regards to the coronavirus status, and 
should the status change to ‘at risk’ or ‘shutdown’, the Prewave system 
can automatically reach out to the supplier to ask for a status update, 
automating the tedious manual emailing that would usually take place�

These workflow optimisations aren’t limited to the coronavirus 
disruption map of course, Kärcher are also able to request supplier 
feedback to any alert that comes up in the Prewave system, saving them 
valuable time and resources�

The Benefits
 z Real-Time Monitoring of Kärchers supply chain 

For the first time all suppliers are monitored in real time, in 50 different 
languages and millions of media sources powered by Prewave’s AI� 
With the Prewave monitoring Kärcher is sure to never miss anything 
happening at their suppliers again�

 z Global supplier status overview 
Easy tracking of supplier status pertaining to the coronavirus pandemic 
and beyond. The status is displayed in a simple traffic light system on 
the Prewave Disruption Map for a fast and reliable overview and is 
regularly checked and updated by the suppliers themselves

 z Time-saving supplier collaboration 
Invitation of suppliers to the Prewave platform� Easy tracking of 
supplier status pertaining to the coronavirus pandemic and beyond� 
The status is displayed in a simple traffic light system on the Prewave 
Disruption Map for a fast and reliable overview and is regularly 
checked and updated by the suppliers themselves
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THE EMERGING 
PLATFORM 
ECONOMY 
IN FREIGHT 
LOGISTICS
The ubiquitous business models of e-commerce platforms in the business-
to-consumer sector are increasingly being transferred to the business-
to-business sector� In the emerging platform economy, an increasing 
shift to industry platforms in the freight logistics sector can be observed� 
These business-to-business industry platforms represent a revolutionary 
paradigm shift, as they offer logistics service providers the opportunity to 
organise themselves in business networks and carry out data transactions 
in the supply more efficient and with high transparency. New business 
relationships are being created and business processes are changing 
in terms of transport planning and control as well as the provision of 
information from production to consumption� Decisive here is the use 
of blockchain technology, which ensures transparency, traceability and 
security of data transactions between the companies involved� 

The COVID 19 pandemic continues to pose a major challenge to the supply 
chains of globally operating companies and involved authorities (e�g� 
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customs)� Securing the supply of consumer and production goods requires 
resilient and reliable logistics� Supply chains must not be interrupted and 
goods must continue to be reliably delivered from one place to the next� In 
this context, based on the availability of the products, seamless transport 
by the transport service providers must also be possible and the transport 
status must be transparent for the network members involved in the value 
chain at any time�

A lack of visibility into the delivery status of urgently needed goods or pre-
products showed that within a few days there can be significant disruptions 

in the production processes of almost all manufacturing 
industries - such as the automotive or electronics 
industry with its extensive global supplier networks� 
The logistics companies, but also the authorities 
involved, will therefore be required to establish 
resilient systems in order to ensure the best possible 
transparency of the delivery status of their shipments�

Industry platforms with IoT capabilities offer a solution 
for this� The use of Blockchain technology creates the 
necessary trust between the logistics and transport 
service providers and authorities involved in the 
network to exchange digitalised freight documents and 
data on the condition and localisation of the transported 
goods in real time� This enables companies to 

continuously simulate different scenarios as part of their risk management 
in order to react to changing situations in a timely manner� Blockchain 
technology can also help to provide proof of origin from certified 
manufacturers in a secure and trustworthy manner to prevent fraud�

The role of Data 

Shippers increasingly require more effective and responsive End to end 
(E2E) supply chain transport services from the logistics industry� Therefore, 
industry platforms might significantly enhance the E2E process efficiency in 
this multi-stakeholder environment with authorities from the public sector 
(customs authorities, port authorities), companies from the logistics sector 
such as freight forwarders, liner shipping companies, terminal operators 
and other transport service providers, and companies from the IT sector� 

No seamless information transparency 

The enormous movement of goods in globalised world trade require 
efficient shipment tracking to manage global logistics activities. But 

“New business 
relationships are being 
created and business 
processes are changing 
in terms of transport 
planning and control 
as well as the provision 
of information from 
production to 
consumption.”
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nowadays there is still a lack of seamless information transparency 
across the entire E2E supply chain� Even the largest logistics companies 
do not have the capabilities to achieve transparency and real-time access 
to information of their complex supply chains in the multi-stakeholder 
environment of freight logistics� This concerns reliable information 
in transport management systems on arrival and departure times, 
information about the availability of port and hinterland facilities and the 
status of the shipment and its future movements at any time� Furthermore, 
in this competitive environment, logistics service providers retain their 
customer and transport data in their corporate systems (data ownership) 
and make them only available, in peer-to-peer communication, to those 
companies within the supply chain that require them due to the existing 
business relationship (data control)� 

No digitised freight documents

But, to enhance efficiency in the supply chain it is necessary that all 
mostly paper-based freight documents are available any time� This 
concerns documents such as the bill of lading, as evidence of contract 
of carriage, packing lists, letter of credit, insurance policies, orders, 
invoices, sanitary certificates, certificates of origin. Therefore, there 
are enormous opportunities for supply chain management, which arise 
from digitalisation in general, but also from the emerging blockchain 
technology, in particular� 

Low level of automation

The logistics industry is still characterised by a low level of automation� 
Due to the high degree of standardisation in data exchange between 
logistics service providers in the horizontal and vertical value chain, it 
is rather conservative in the application of innovations in its logistics 
processes. Therefore, freight logistics is a promising field for blockchain-
driven platform innovations due to the dependencies between the logistics 
companies involved in the supply chain and the public sector� However, 
the degree of process automation in the network depends decisively on 
the degree of digitisation� Platform innovations also offer the possibility 
of transferring data from one’s own transport management systems to 
a standardised industry application, thereby achieving significant cost 
savings through automated processes� 

“The enormous movement of goods in globalised world 
trade require efficient shipment tracking to manage global 
logistics activities.”
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The role of Trust 

While in linear value chains the automation of processes within and 
between the companies involved in the supply chain is been driven 
by increasing digitalisation, the driver in horizontal value networks is 
collaboration� However, such a envisaged collaboration is only possible 
through a new form of trust within the platform ecosystem, since 
sensitive data in a platform economy leave the company boundaries� 

The platform owner has to take this into 
account by designing the business model� 
Blockchain technology is of importance 
here, as it creates the necessary trust 
among data providers and data users to 
process sensitive supply chain data via 
protocolled, traceable and tamper-proof 
transactions� With these transaction types 
and key features, the industry platform has a 
respective compelling value proposition from 
a commercial or operational point of view 

for all stakeholders and network members� This results in commitment 
to collaboration rather than rivalry and mistrust within the supply 
chain� The willingness of the participants to commit to this new form of 
collaboration in business networks is, however, indispensable for the 
direct and indirect network effects to occur�

Opportunities for startups in the platform economy

The emerging platform economy is forcing the logistics industry and 
software- and service-oriented technology companies to implement new 
business models and innovations� This requires a startup culture and 
new entrepreneurial thinking to provide upfront investments, create 
organisational conditions for the development and operation of industry 
platforms and to implement cross-industry partnership models� 

These industry platforms create entirely new markets� Complementors, 
such as startups, can develop innovative value services (comparable to an 
AppStore) for the industry platform with its central core application and 
peripheral components� The value of these innovations increases with the 
number of users who use the platform and its complementary services, 
creating strong network effects� The success of an industry platform thus 
depends on how open such a technology is to complementors and how 
easily they can co-create platform services for the core application� In 
such a case, the platform owner manages governance for the platform 

“The emerging platform 
economy is forcing the 
logistics industry and 
software- and service-oriented 
technology companies to 
implement new business 
models and innovations. “
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technically through platform rules or commercially through licenses or 
transactional user fees� 

It is therefore necessary for platform owners to offer development tools 
and services to motivate startups and developers to develop new features 
for the platform. This allows platform owners to benefit from third-party 
innovations that they would not have implemented themselves� The 
platform owner has an essential role here in building and managing the 
platform’s ecosystem� As traditional governance models can no longer be 
used for internal or supplier platforms, ecosystem governance is essential 
for industry platform competitiveness and performance�

To conclude, blockchain-based industry platforms make it possible, on the 
one hand, to increase process automation and improve transparency of 
shipments through increasing digitalisation and complementary services 
and, on the other hand, to bring about a change in the industry structure 
through the disintermediation of intermediaries involved in the value 
chain� This development will accelerate as the willingness to collaborate 
in the value chain increases� It is precisely this willingness that is the basis 
for innovations and new forms of data exchange in freight logistics�
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DIGITAL TWINS  
IN LOGISTICS
The logistics landscape is driven by rapid technological change� Logistics 
players find themselves on a constant quest to optimize their operations. 
Digital twins – which, in short, represent a virtual replica of a physical 
object, process, or system – may be a game changer in this� In logistics 
operations, digital twins are commonly deployed to synchronize the 
physical with the virtual world and thus enable remote management 
of a wide range of logistics operations including warehousing, sorting 
centers, or transportation networks� As an example, track and trace can be 
regarded as the most rudimentary digital twin� 

At first glance, the spatially distributed nature of logistics operations 
probably seems like one of the most intuitive areas for deployment 
of digital twins� Yet, digital twins are currently not universally found 
in logistics operations, despite the availability of required underlying 
technologies, such as different kinds of sensors, IoT infrastructure, 
analytics capabilities, and 3D visualizations to model physical settings in 
great detail� Therefore, the question arises where in logistics the use of 
digital twins is likely to unlock the greatest business value�

Let’s start with considering the concept of digital twins in more depth� 
A digital twin is called twin due to the aspiration to clone the original as 
perfectly as possible� Not a single, but a blend of multiple technologies 
becomes necessary, depending on the digital twin’s purpose� In its most 
basic version, a digital twin is descriptive� It senses and shows: it collects 
near real-time data through sensors and visualizes the data in a 3D 
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representation, making it intuitively usable� In a more advanced form 
the digital twin thinks: it allows for simulation of scenarios, analysis 
and prediction� At the end of this spectrum the most advanced digital 
twin can be found, which autonomously acts: it takes business decisions 
based on the insights it generates� As an example, it may recognize 
irregularities in a process, evaluate options for remedy and remediate 
the real life process accordingly� 

The relatively low profit margin in logistics (compared to other 
industries) limits room for experimentation with new technologies 
that don’t promise immediate net financial return. In light of this, the 
following three areas appear promising for early adoption:

Digital twins are likely to emerge in large-scale transportation networks 
where they will represent standardized transportation aids, such as 
unit load devices, platforms, cages, or containers� This can improve the 
utilization of transportation aids in a ‘steady state’ scenario as well as 
enable the rapid redeployment of such aids in case of a major network 
disruption such as the failure of a handling hub� 

Digital twins may likely emerge in logistics operations where frequent 
management interventions are crucial. For example, live reconfiguration 
of picking routes in a warehouse based on online orders can reduce 
picking costs, especially in complex multi-user warehouses with many, 
frequently changing stock-keeping units� In contrast, real-time, precise 
location information of a container on an ocean vessel travelling from 
Asia to Europe cannot be ‘managed’ while on board� 

Digital twins may become more common at the interface between 
logistics operations and manufacturing processes� Already today, 
logistics operations are often deeply integrated with production 
processes� Deploying digital twins in this context could create additional 
efficiencies primarily within the production process rather than the 
logistics process in isolation� For example, improving the just-in-
sequence inbound management at automotive production facilities could 
further reduce capital costs�

Besides these areas for early adoption, digital twins are likely to 
create greater value if their purpose goes beyond basic track and trace 

“Digital twins are likely to emerge in large-scale 
transportation networks where they will represent 
standardized transportation aids, such as unit load devices, 
platforms, cages, or containers.”
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functionality� Digital twins could monitor whether goods are handled 
according to their specifications (e.g. not being dropped) or whether 
certain environmental conditions (e.g. temperature) were satisfied at all 
times� This is for example relevant for high-value pharmaceuticals that get 
compromised if exposed to high temperature�

All in all, the concept of digital twins holds great promise to enhance logistics 
operations, although logistics providers and their customers are likely to 
try out this new concept only in selected areas that promise an instant 
financial return. This will change over time as costs of digital technologies 
decrease� This will be an exciting journey and I personally look forward to 
the innovations that digital twins will likely spur in the years to come�
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IOT IN LOGISTICS
How the Internet of Things increases efficiency in 
every part of the supply chain

The Internet of things (IoT) has become an increasingly important 
component of logistics owing to growing time pressures and the necessity 
of increased efficiency. IoT solutions increase the efficiency of supply 
chains and give companies an edge over competitors� But the full potential 
of IoT has yet to be reached�

When it comes to IoT - the networking between physical objects and IT 
infrastructure - the logistics industry is a breeding ground for innovation� 
As early as 2016, 72 percent of companies in the transport and logistics 
industry deemed IoT to be a topic of great significance.¹ That comes as no 
surprise, considering how many years the logistics industry has benefited 
from the ability to track assets using advanced technology� 

The 2019 PAC Trend Study on the State of IoT in German SMEs shows 
just how relevant IoT has become for logistics firms. According to this 
study, 90 percent of companies in the logistics, transport and utilities 
sectors make use of IoT�² But how are these IoT solutions applied? What 
use cases are there? What is the added value for these companies?

Maintaining oversight with asset tracking

The challenges in the logistics industry are diverse and have changed 
over time� More than ever, logistics companies must adhere to time and 
efficiency pressures. At the same time there is a lack of transparency in 
various areas� This is especially true for the ability to track the location 
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and conditions of goods, as well as the ability to register lost and stolen 
items or reporting delays in deliveries�

The inability to effectively monitor fleet vehicles and goods can cause 
additional costs due to downtimes and increased administrative burden� 
To mitigate this, many rely on asset tracking as a solution�

In addition to tracking location, asset tracking also monitors the 
temperature, how full a container is, and the humidity in the vicinity, 
all in real time� Shocks, damages or changes in the environment - such 
as the weather - are detected and reported� These are some ways in 
which modern asset tracking in times of IoT and the cloud help mitigate 
risks seamlessly�

This is also crucial in monitoring the cooling chain, where precision 
is key� Damages to goods resulting from a disruption in the cooling 
chain can be very dangerous� The implementation of IoT technologies 
makes these dangers verifiable and controllable. IoT technologies help 
provide data on the individual stages in the supply chain and allows 
for monitoring from the instance a delivery is sent off, to the different 
intermediary stations, all the way to the destination� If tracking data 
is stored somewhere, such as the cloud, all of the different stages of 
delivery can be documented and analysed in the aftermath� Moreover, 
during the delivery predefined threshold values ensure that a 
notification or direct intervention takes place, for example, in the event 
of a temperature deviation�

Real time monitoring of containers

By means of sensors and cameras, containers can also be monitored 
automatically� This enables accurate planning without making 
unnecessary trips and also shows whether goods are safe�

Safe delivery of containers and goods can be ensured through a collection 
of dashboard reports, alarm systems and analytics of the respective data� 
This data also includes driving behaviour - such as speeding or risky 
braking behaviour� This helps provide data for precise analyses of the 
condition of fleet vehicles. Thus, any maintenance can be carried out 
well in advance, if necessary� This follows the principle of predictive 

“ IoT technologies help provide data on the individual 
stages in the supply chain and allows for monitoring from 
the instance a delivery is sent off, to the different 
intermediary stations, all the way to the destination. “
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maintenance, which aims to proactively prevent failures and errors� 
Forecasts can be formulated and unexpected abnormal events, outliers 
and errors can be predicted�

Seeing more with computer vision

The use of computer vision helps ease logistics processes by allowing 
for new ways to identify and track things� One way this is applied is 
through the effective control of access management� Video recognition 
can, for example, document incoming and outgoing vehicles� The data 
of vehicles entering and leaving the premises can be stored directly in 
the cloud� This data can include number plates or the times of arrival or 
departure�

Collected data can also be used to assess the movement of vehicles� This 
can, for example, help manage the traffic of trucks that need to unload 
goods in predefined zones. Surveillance systems using computer vision 
helps future-proof the fleet and saves time and money.

Efficient intralogistics with the help of IoT

The foundation of intelligent intralogistics, just like other applications of 
smart technology, is making use of cloud-based systems, smart machines, 
technologies such as computer vision, RFID and automated guided 
vehicles (AGVs)� In addition, drones and robots have also been used in the 
logistics industry� With all components - from the forklift trucks grinding 
machines - intelligent and communicative, it becomes easier to optimise 
intralogistics processes�

Even the simplest IoT solutions ensure rapid replenishment� For example, 
the IoT Button can be used to trigger an ordering process at the touch of a 
button�

Minimising downtime, reducing loss or perishing of goods, optimising 
routes - the internet of things can increase efficiency in every part of 
the supply chain� The effort of implementing IoT solutions is a small 
price to pay, compared to IoT’s vast potential to improve efficiency. 
Further, despite what many think, sensors, trackers, IoT buttons and 
technologies such as RFID can quickly and easily be integrated into 
existing logistics processes�

“ The data of vehicles entering and leaving the premises 
can be stored directly in the cloud. This data can include 
number plates or the times of arrival or departure.“
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CONTROL AGVS 
OPTIMALLY USING 
VDA 5050
Controlling automated guided vehicles is complex – and this is particularly 
true for holistic process optimization� A standardized interface now 
simplifies communication and enables the operation of heterogeneous 
fleets with vehicles from different manufacturers. The possibilities of the 
VDA 5050 standard are manifold�

Nowadays, every order is a custom order� For example, in e-commerce: 
Every shopping cart is unique and may contain a wide variety of products 
that must first be transported from large warehouses into their packaging. 
A vacuum bag, textbook and new sweatpants must all be packaged and 
shipped as rapidly as possible. Efficient intralogistics management is 
extremely important: after all, when customers order products, they want 
to receive them as quickly as possible� No online shop can survive now 
with sluggish order handling that takes a matter of days – the competition 
is simply too tough� Other providers can offer next-day delivery, and they 
strengthen customer loyalty by doing so�

The configuration and assembly of a new car is also highly complex. 
The vehicles coming off the conveyor belt these days are not just dull 
standard models, but unique items with selected special equipment� 
These developments might make individualists happy, but they pose 
particular challenges for manufacturers and their intralogistics systems: 
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ultimately, assembling a customer’s dream car requires many individual 
parts to be in the right place at the right time� If the panoramic sunroof 
or powerful LED headlights don’t arrive at the assembly line on time, 
this could result in expensive delays� Production and intralogistics have 
to efficiently handle many orders in sequence. For this process, it is 
essential to ensure a continuous flow of goods and internally coordinated 
transport processes�

In production halls and warehouses, Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) 
move the required materials from one place to another� Incoming 
goods are first brought to the warehouse and stored there� In the next 
step, the parts must be transported for final assembly, interim storage 
or shipment handling� Automated Guided Vehicles take care of these 
various transport tasks and operate autonomously� Precisely in this 
context, processes must be carefully planned, efficiently optimized and 
finally carried out� The method required here is holistic optimization 
– not just step-by-step planning� The desired goal is to achieve ideal 
utilization of resources and maximum delivery performance� The key 
is on-time delivery of all required parts and materials�

Accidents, bottlenecks, breakdowns

Bottlenecks, accidents or technical breakdowns interrupt the process 
and rapidly thwart even the most cautious of plans� What is therefore 
required above all is flexibility and a rapid response. Human beings can 
only manage this to a limited extent – the complexity and volume of data 
involved in sensible planning is simply too large� Top-down planning that 
is only adjusted once or infrequently will not be sufficient, since modern 
shop floors are highly dynamic.

A modern solution requires continuous optimization in real time: A control 
software must react to events without any delay and reschedule rapidly, again 
and again� What if a vehicle suddenly breaks down? Then a replacement has 
to jump in and take over the task� This is exactly where SYNA�OS LOGISTICS 
comes in: The AI based software makes new plans 250,000 times a second 
and continuously looks for the optimal solution to prevent a breakdown 
from causing serious delays. Algorithms distribute tasks, define routes and 
continuously review whether routes have to be rescheduled�

“ In production halls and warehouses, Automated Guided 
Vehicles (AGV) move the required materials from one place 
to another. Incoming goods are first brought to the 
warehouse and stored there.“
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The shop floor is always busy. Automated guided vehicles transport materials from A to B – 
ideally, they will always take the optimal route. If problems arise, the control software has to react 
immediately and reschedule the routes.

This kind of process optimization quickly achieves a high degree of 
complexity because countless dependencies and interconnections must be 
considered during planning� For example, the coordination of processes 
with filled containers and empty containers: Container spaces are 
generally occupied by full containers; then parts are removed until the 
container is empty and needs to be replaced� The empty container needs 
to be transported away before a new container can be positioned� If this 
is not carried out in time, even if a vehicle is ready with a new container 
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and the required parts, it will have to wait unnecessarily or even block 
the retrieval of the empty container� This can trigger a sequential build-
up similar to the famous butterfly effect: The smallest flap of a wing 
could trigger a tornado somewhere on the other side of the world� Any 
modification or delay in intralogistics, no matter how small, can cause 
unforeseeable problems� As a result, control software has to continuously 
review the situation and react to events� This is exactly the job of modern 
algorithms, which process data in real time without interruptions and 
optimize processes based on the data� The more information, the better� In 
this case, complexity is a definite advantage!

Holistic interplay

Other circumstances and conditions exist which must also be considered 
during planning, for example different order characteristics: Which type 
of container is used? Which AGV characteristics are involved? Traffic 
management including route optimization also plays a crucial role� 
The halls are always very busy, lots of vehicles are moving around and 
transporting material from A to B� Ideally, AGVs always take the optimal 
route (which does not necessarily have to be the shortest)� The decisive 
factor is the holistic interplay of elements and overall optimization� 
Planning also considers the infrastructure: specifically, this means the 
stoplights, gates and systems in the halls that must also be controlled in 
coordination with the rest of the system�

Vehicles can’t rush around the halls forever: at some point, their battery 
runs out and the vehicles have to head to the charging station for a 
period of time. Two levels must be considered here: On the first level, 
each AGV has a specified threshold value. If the battery percentage falls 

below this value, a charging job is triggered� The 
vehicle is no longer available to accept jobs for a 
certain period of time and heads to the charging 
base before the battery is fully drained� The second 
level is the overall energy level of the fleet, i.e., the 
charging status of all vehicles that transport goods 
through the halls� It is important to charge the 
vehicles proactively to maintain continuous long-
term operation� Otherwise, all the vehicles might 
determine at some point that they are about to 
run out of power� They would all make their way 

to the charging station at the same time, and the hall would suddenly go 
quiet� Instead, the energy management system must ensure that vehicles 
are always available with a sufficient charge for impending transport 

“ AI based software makes 
new plans 250,000 times 
a second & continuously 
looks for the optimal 
solution to prevent a 
breakdown from causing 
serious delays.“
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tasks while other vehicles are proactively recharged� Proper energy 
management means that orders are completed on time and the entire fleet 
is kept in good shape�

The control process also considers various map data, for example the layout 
and design of the warehouses and production halls� Data such as speed 
limits, one-way streets, temporary closures due to construction work and 
the like are also included� Massive volumes of data might be incorporated 
into the optimization process, resulting in highly complex processes�

Major challenges

Despite the progress of digitalization and automation, fully autonomous 
fleets are rare to see. In reality, manual actors are also moving around 
the same halls, for example human employees who transport goods on a 
forklift� This mixture of manually operated vehicles and fully automated 
transport systems leads to an unpredictably dynamic and convoluted 
process� This poses a further challenge for the control process� 

In the past, a great deal of emphasis was placed on good hardware� 
Customers do not necessarily want to purchase state-of-the-art robots with 
fantastic capabilities, but rather need a reliable solution for optimally 
efficient intralogistics. Now as before, hardware manufacturers do not 
always have sufficient capacities to extensively develop their software 
further and implement new technologies that may become available� The 
scalability of software and control solutions is limited due to the resulting 
technical capacities� A strict separation of hardware and software can 
resolve this problem� This is why SYNAOS consciously decided to focus 
solely on software and to cooperate with strong hardware partners�

Still, certain problems need to be overcome when exchanging data: Each 
AGV manufacturer has conceived of its own solutions for communication 
with the vehicles and developed proprietary software� But this diversity 
in communication methods has major disadvantages, since it prevents 
unified control. It is also impossible to operate mixed fleets with AGVs from 
different manufacturers� As a result, users are subject to what is known as 
vendor lock-in: Once they decide on an AGV brand, they are stuck with that 
one manufacturer and dependent on them for the long term� The situation 
becomes frustrating if a competitor has a much better and more affordable 
solution in their portfolio, but it is not able to work together with the 
existing vehicles in the fleet. What’s more, not every manufacturer offers 
AGVs and AMRs with all capacities for transport and maneuvering� This 
restricts the possible applications available for customers� Nevertheless, a 
solution to this problem already exists: VDA 5050�
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VDA 5050 standardizes the exchange of data

Standardization of communication between hardware (the AGVs) and 
software (control system) enables the operation of manufacturer-
independent fleets. Increased heterogeneity offers many advantages for 
the user, for example by enabling financial savings and optimal flexibility. 
Simplification and unification offer additional advantages by increasing 
efficiency and quality.

The VDA 5050 interface makes it possible to control transport vehicles independently of their 
manufacturer. As a result, fleets can be extremely heterogeneous. Users also benefit financially 
from this diversity.

The VDA 5050 specification can be described as a common approach 
for standardizing communication� This project was initiated by users, 
specifically by the German Association of the Automotive Industry (VDA). 
Installations have continued to grow, but no solution on the market was 
able to cover all the requirements� The new interface makes Plug & Play 
a reality even for intralogistics and production: A new vehicle should be 
hooked into an existing system quickly and take on transport jobs rapidly�

In many areas of consumer electronics, this has already been the case for 
a long time: Users can easily plug a new printer into their PC via USB� They 
do not have to worry about the cumbersome process of driver installation 
and configuration because the operating system takes care of it. New AGVs 
and other vehicles and robots that are integrated into an existing fleet 
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need to be up and running as quickly as possible� This makes it possible 
to create a heterogeneous fleet in a short time and expand the fleet easily 
as needed� A national standard – which will be recognized internationally 
at some point – should also strengthen German manufacturers and 
leave them in a better position globally� After all, the aim is to rapidly 
commission AGVs from German manufacturers even in China�

Uniform communication

The VDA 5050 is a standardized communication interface between the 
automated vehicles and the backend software, that is, the master control 

system. The standard provides a unified data language 
and defines specifically how jobs, map information, 
the status of AGVs and errors are communicated� 
In addition, the VDA 5050 even prescribes technical 
implementation: For example, communication is 
defined via the robust MQTT standard (Message 
Queuing Telemetry Transport)� This is an open 
network protocol that enables reliable communication 
at a low bandwidth despite large delays� MQTT is an 
asynchronous messaging format and uses data formats 
such as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)� MQTT is used 

for applications such as sensors, cell phones, embedded systems or vehicles� 
All these devices speak a common language with MQTT�

A MQTT server acts as a central broker that distributes the collected data� 
The broker has a complex situational awareness and acts as a strong 
communication partner� The individual participants do not communicate 
with one another� Instead, they each communicate exclusively through 
the broker, which receives, sends and manages messages� Each actor 
establishes its own connection with the broker and receives the messages 
with topics that are relevant for them� Clients can subscribe to these topics; 
the broker forwards received messages to the relevant subscribers� There 
are advantages to this type of communication, for example for small 
devices with insufficient capacity for continuous data queries: Instead of 
the device, the broker delivers the required information to other devices 
or connected software� For this reason, MQTT is used in areas such as 
smart homes and IoT devices in general (Internet of Things)� 

Apart from automotive manufacturers, AGV manufacturers are also 
involved in developing the VDA 5050 standard, specifically the VDMA 
Materials Handling and Intralogistics trade association� Experts are 
developing the standard on a joint project team, including the Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology (KIT) and SYNAOS�

“ At SYNAOS, we began 
successfully controlling 
automated vehicles 
from the cloud using 
VDA 5050 on our own 
premises in late 2019.“
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VDA 5050 at SYNAOS

At SYNAOS, VDA 5050 onboarding is a crucial element of a typical project 
process� This structured process allows hardware manufacturers to 
implement the VDA 5050 for an AGV with a high degree of efficiency and 
quality� SYNAOS also develops validators to analyze and check whether 
communication is actually VDA 5050-compliant� SYNAOS has built up a wide 
network of AGV partners for improved synergy and distribution of VDA 5050�

The new interface passed its first public live test in March 2021 at the 
AGV Mesh-Up� This multi-day test was part of the IFOY TEST CAMP in 
Dortmund� There, a central control system controlled the automated 
vehicles of six different vehicles and guided them reliably across an 
activity space� This supplied important evidence of the capacity for 
interoperability� At SYNAOS, we began successfully controlling automated 
vehicles from the cloud using VDA 5050 on our own premises in late 2019�

The number of intralogistics providers who use the VDA 5050 standard 
has already grown considerably� In the future, stakeholders aim to 
further pursue and reinforce the open-source and community approach 
of VDA 5050� For example, the source code will be published openly on 
the development platform GitHub to promote rapid further development� 
Another important goal is for the VDA 5050 standard to be incorporated 
into the DIN and ISO standards and thus find international recognition. 
The potential of this new standard is far from exhausted, and the prospects 
are highly promising�

Author
Dr. Lennart Bochmann
Lennart is Co-founder and CPO of SYNAOS. With years of experience in the manufacturing 
and logistics industry he is striving for bringing market-ready and customer-centric software 
products to life that leverage the full potential of digitization in factories and warehouses.
Contact: info@synaos.com
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AUTOMATIC 
WAREHOUSE 
INVENTORY 
OVERNIGHT?
FIEGE tests inventory by drone at the Emmerich 
multi-user center

Checking inventory fully automatically every night without the need 
for staff and having the perfect data in the system the next morning? 
This would be an important step, especially for sensitive markets such 
as the food and pharmaceutical industries, as the improved data quality 
would reduce stock shortages and also avoid production stops that would 
otherwise often be necessary� Currently, however, this is still a vision 
in most manual warehouses� FIEGE is one step ahead: last weekend, we 
conducted a proof of concept with the new inventory drone from doks� 
innovation GmbH at our site in Emmerich� The company, which is funded 
by the EU and the Bundesverband Deutsche Startups e�V�, develops drone-
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based logistics solutions for inventory and transport processes� For three 
days, the inventAIRy® XL drone sailed through our warehouse on a test 
basis at a lofty height - with satisfactory results�

Reunion with an old acquaintance

The idea of a drone-based inventory is not unknown to FIEGE� “We already 
looked into it intensively in 2018 and in the course of this also got to know 
the start-up doks� innovation,” recalls Felix Koch, Logistics Consultant 
at FIEGE. Even then, a live test of the first generation of drones in one 
of our logistics centers was considered, but the technology proved to be 

not yet fully developed from FIEGE’s perspective: 
“The multicopter only allowed very short flight 
times. In addition, the flying object was dependent 
on manual repositioning between aisles,” says 
Koch� For this reason, the joint decision was made 
to resubmit the project in order to test the exit 
hypothesis again�

A lot has happened since then, as Julian Wyszynski, 
Product Manager at doks� innovation GmbH, 
reports: “We said goodbye to building the flying 
machines ourselves and found external partners 
instead� This allows us to focus on the inner 

workings, i�e� sensor technology and software�” However, the claim to 
enable fully autonomous drone operation including loading cycles and 
thus fully automated inventories in manual warehouses is still the same�

Innovation: A touch of George Lucas

The key innovation, however, is the ground unit that inventAIRy XL now 
has� The small Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) is visually somewhat 
reminiscent of drones like R2D2 from the Star Wars movies and is a similar 
all-rounder: “The intelligent system has a battery built in, which we use to 
supply the drone with energy via a cable connection. This makes flight times 
of up to five hours possible,” explains Wyszynski. In market terms, this is a 
minor revolution, says the expert: “Such a long flight time is unprecedented. 
There are currently no competing products ready for the market�” 

Innovation is a cycle

With this argument, doks� innovation also convinced the innovation 
team at FIEGE� Rika Voß, Logistics Consultant at Fiege and part of the 
project team: “With the advantages of combining drone and AGV, doks� 

“ We said goodbye to 
building the flying 
machines ourselves and 
found external partners 
instead. This allows us to 
focus on the inner 
workings, i.e. sensor 
technology and software.”
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innovation hit the right nerve� That was the crucial sticking point we were 
missing initially�” But after talks resumed, she says, they jointly decided 
on a use case� “We don’t just quietly withdraw from promising projects, 
but observe further developments and reassess the situation,” says Voß, 
describing the department’s hands-on mentality� 

The team acts as an internal service provider for process automation to 
make FIEGE and its customers’ logistics projects fit for the future. “We 

investigate what’s on the market, sort out the 
opportunities, and transfer promising technologies 
into a proof-of-concept that tests their feasibility 
in practice,” says Voß� FIEGE Engineering creates 
a PoC as a “zero” step� The principle is: ‘Keep it 
simple!’ It’s about simple feasibility studies that 
test collaborative working in real operations in 
individual work steps� “There are many work steps 
where humans are still unbeatable� However, 
we can automate recurring tasks to relieve our 
employees and deploy them where they are needed 
most,” says Voß� Feedback from employees on the 
shop floor is essential in assessing the potential 

of automated helpers� After all, hardly anyone can assess the market 
readiness of the various technologies in use as well as the staff on the field.

Closing date inventory per drone

The proof of concept for inventAIRy XL looked like this: For the inventory 
of the warehouse in Emmerich with 30,000 pallet spaces, only three 
colleagues are on site in each of three shifts - but only to intervene in 
an emergency� The drone does the actual job completely independently� 
Stefanie Weßing, Lean Manager at Fiege’s Emmerich branch and 
responsible for the Consumer Goods division, explains the considerable 
difference: “Normally, this requires considerable personnel effort�” With 
its built-in barcode scanner, inventAIRy XL reads the required data on the 
pallet labels� The information is immediately processed and compared 
with the pre-inventory status from the warehouse management system� 
This is where the high-resolution images from the integrated camera with 
20 megapixels come into play� 

“There are many work steps where humans are still 
unbeatable. However, we can automate recurring tasks 
to relieve our employees and deploy them where they 
are needed most.”
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The objective was ambitious: a fully automated and error-free inventory 
was to be possible for at least 95 percent of the warehouse� Any 
discrepancies were systematically reconciled step by step and corrected or 
confirmed via the drone’s image data. For about one percent of the storage 
locations, error messages were expected due to incorrect or concealed 
labels� In addition, the project team assumed that about 0�1 percent of 
the pallets would be unreadable due to torn labels or the like� Wyszynski 
describes the procedure: “In these cases, we fly to the area again manually 
and check the situation�” This option is an immense advantage, he says: “In 
the past, you would have had to turn the entire warehouse upside down 
by hand to do this� In addition, there is the risk of sending out the wrong 
pallet, which results in a huge organizational avalanche�”

Innovation: Mission accomplished

After being postponed several times due to the Corona pandemic, it was 
possible to carry out the key date inventory and implement the proof of 
concept under strict hygiene conditions� At the Emmerich site, they were 
satisfied with the result, as Weßing reports: “Against this background, too, 
it would be optimal that we could potentially be on site with a significantly 
reduced contingent of employees thanks to the drone�” The drone 
developers were satisfied with the process: “There were a few minor 
problems, but basically everything worked as we had imagined,” says 
Wyszynski� Felix Koch also came to a good conclusion: “We have gained 
valuable insights that we are analyzing in peace. The final result is still 
pending, but we remain positive about the drone-based inventory�”

Authors
Julian Wyszynski
In his role as product manager, Julian is responsible for ensuring that inventAIRy meets 
the needs of the market and that important features are implemented.
Contact: julian.wyszynski@doks-innovation.com

Rika Voss & Felix Koch
In their roles as Logistic Consultants in Central Engineering at FIEGE Logistics, Felix 
Koch and Rika Voss plan and realize intralogistics solutions for various business units 
and customers of Fiege. Furthermore, they define and implement innovations as well as 
standards for Fiege logistic operations.
Contact: Rika.Voss@fiege.com
Contact: Felix.Koch@fiege.com
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Company Country City Company Description Founded Employees Funding Segments USP Reference 
Customers

adiutaByte Germany Sankt Augustin

adiutaByte offers a web-based 
optimization framework that can be easily 
tailored to a variety of circumstances and 
enables the optimization of a wide range 
of logistics processes. From the optimal 
positioning of depots to optimal shift times, 
automatic dispatching, and tour planning, 
adiutaByte covers the planning of the 
entire transport process on one platform.

17.04.2019 11 - See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

AELER 
Technology Switzerland Lausanne

We design hardware and software to 
meet fundamental logistics needs: 
efficiency, visibility & sustainability.

04.06.2018 17 1,400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

AFTS Germany Berlin

"The blockchain based track 
& trace platform to enable 
sustainable supply chains: 

—  Track goods across the entire supply 
chain to gather valuable insights.

—  Use new insights to optimize 
your supply chain and create 
more sustainable products.

—  Increase customers´ satisfaction 
by assuring sustainable processes 
from farm to shelve."

01.05.2020 6 170,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

akksel Switzerland Basel

Have you ever thought about what 
happens to the hundreds of millions 
of EV battery packs that have been 
discarded? We are connecting buyers 
with suppliers of discarded EV-
batteries through our platform and 
organize compliant reverse logistics.

20.06.2021 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Alaiko Germany Munich

Alaiko is Europe's leading logistics 
operating system that enables 
e-commerce DTC brands by providing 
them with access to a wide range of 
fulfillment services out of one hand. In 
order to achieve that, we connect all 
relevant stakeholders being e-commerce 
shops themselves, ERP-systems, 
fulfillers & shipping providers onto 
one logistic-as-a-service platform.

04.04.2020 40 4,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

AllRead Machine 
Learning 
Technologies

Spain Barcelona

AllRead Machine Learning Technologies 
S.L. (AllRead MLT) is a company that 
develops a software based on deep 
learning to detect and digitize text, 
codes and symbols in supply chains.

19.03.2019 14 900,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ANGEL Last Mile Germany Hamburg

"With its innovative delivery system, 
ANGEL offers end customers the highest 
level of convenience and first-class 
customer satisfaction in online retailing. 
 We are a dynamic subsidiary of the 
FIEGE Group. Our customer-friendly 
delivery service guarantees increased 
deliveries in the B2B and B2C sector. 
In addition, we contribute to Green 
City Logistics by avoiding CO2."

18.04.2018 12 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Company Country City Company Description Founded Employees Funding Segments USP Reference 
Customers

ANT Maschinen Germany Dortmund

ANT Maschinen has developed and built a 
remote-controlled fully electric robot for 
logistics terminal operations. The robot 
transports loaded and empty semi-trailers 
and container platforms in logistics 
and other facilities. ANT robots have 
lower TCO and operational costs than 
conventional diesel terminal tractors and 
generate no carbon footprint. We are now 
working on full automation of the ANT.

26.05.2021 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ANYbotics Switzerland Zurich

Founded in 2016 as a spin-off from the 
world-leading robotics labs at ETH 
Zurich, ANYbotics is a Swiss robotics 
company pioneering the development 
of autonomous mobile robotics. Our 
customers include leading international 
energy, industrial processing, and 
construction companies. In 2020, 
ANYbotics raised CHF 20 m in a Series 
A financing round and won several 
prizes, as the Swiss Economic Forum.

09.01.2016 70 21,700,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

aparkado Germany Cologne

We are developing a platform for truck 
drivers that they find parking lots next to the 
autobahn to combat the parking shortage 
problem in Europe by using satellite data 
combined with an intelligent algorithm.

02.07.2020 2 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Apicbase Belgium Antwerp

Apicbase is the #1 back of house 
management software for food 
businesses. It supports single and multi-
unit restaurants, hotels and catering 
operations, and manages all kitchen 
data - from recipes to procurement.

01.01.2018 35 7,354,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Archlet Switzerland Zurich

Data-enabled sourcing experiences 
start with Archlet. We empower your 
sourcing teams to make more informed 
decisions faster. Our user-centric 
sourcing, analytics and optimization 
capabilities are designed to maximize 
the impact of your Procurement team.

01.05.2019 20 2,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Arviem Switzerland Baar

Arviem answers the need of importers, 
exporters, and manufacturers for more 
transparency and visibility in their supply 
chains. We offer IoT-enabled cargo 
monitoring as a fully managed service 
providing reliable and independent 
data on the location and condition of all 
shipments in real-time. We leverage the 
collected data to offer additional services 
enabling supply chain optimization.

08.02.2008 31 10,200,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

AVISIO Austria Vienna

AVISIO is a SaaS procurement and 
inventory management solution to lower 
the cost of goods sold with AI-based 
purchasing suggestions for independent 
4* and 5* hospitality businesses.

16.12.2019 12 900,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

betterECO Germany Berlin

We optimize and de-risk supply chain 
operations in global agricultural raw 
materials trade. Our services include 
full traceability back to the individual 
plot and automated fulfillment on our 
Blockchain-based software platform.

18.04.2017 10 670,750 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Company Country City Company Description Founded Employees Funding Segments USP Reference 
Customers

bex 
technologies Germany Stuttgart

bex is building a logistics platform that 
focuses on last mile delivery for the 
construction sector. With bex, construction 
companies save time - their most valuable 
resource. Distributors and suppliers use 
bex to complement their existing logistics 
solution and manage their deliveries. In 
the booming construction sector, bex 
has a huge end-to-end upside potential 
along the material supply chain.

06.05.2019 15 2,300,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

BigMile The 
Netherlands Maarssen

BigMile is the standard in carbon 
footprinting. Our platform enables shippers, 
transporters and authorities to calculate, 
allocate, report and share the GHG 
emissions of the logistical goods flows. 
Since mid-2020 when the platform became 
commercial we have around 200 users, 
ambassadors in the field of sustainability

18.12.2018 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

BitCargo Germany Frankfurt

BitCargo is a mobile first platform solution 
for the road transport industry powered 
by distributed ledger technology that 
enable a secure communication and 
digital collaboration to help clients 
boost productivity and efficiency 
in the transportation of cargo.

15.01.2020 2 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Bitmotec Germany Hannover

"The IoT-based data assistant systems 
from Bitmotec provide companies with 
valuable support in connecting data from 
various sources, in performing individual 
analyses, and in visualizing the data. This 
is needed for the factory optimization 
(e. g. usable for condition monitoring, 
improved risk management, reduction of 
downtime, predictive maintenance, quality 
management and new business models)."

20.02.2019 14 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

bobbie Germany Aachen First digital construction 
material dealer in Germany 14.02.2017 20 — See Full 

Report
See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Borough Box United 
Kingdom London

We offer digital and physical supply chain 
solutions to the independent food & drink 
sector. By applying technology to traditional 
sales and services, we are the must-have 
partner for brands serious about scaling.

16.05.2014 65 1,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

BOX ID Systems Germany Munich

BOX ID Systems helps industrial customers 
to optimize handling processes & costs 
related to operating returnable logistics 
packaging. Customers gain immediate 
digital transparency of inventory availability 
& status throughout their entire supply 
chain. We provide real-world insights to help 
detect handling irregularities, reduce loss, 
increase availability, and avoid shortages.

01.01.2018 10 2,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

BOXXPORT.com Germany Hamburg

BOXXPORT.com is the world's leading B2B 
marketplace for trading sea containers. 
Using real-time data on container 
availability and price, ocean containers 
can be traded in 184 countries around 
the world, no matter where they are 
located - whether in port, on a construction 
site or on a company's premises.

16.05.2019 20 1,900,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Company Country City Company Description Founded Employees Funding Segments USP Reference 
Customers

Brenger The 
Netherlands Amsterdam

Brenger connects the C2C and B2C 
transports of bulky goods from to the routes 
of professional couriers (companies)

14.10.2016 32 1,600,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

BuyCo France Marseille

BuyCo is a collaborative SaaS platform 
enabling exporters and importes to 
simplify, optimise & better control 
the planning, execution & tracking of 
their maritime container shipments

29.05.2015 37 7,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

byways Germany Berlin

In logistics, managing delivery and pickup 
of cargo at warehouses is slow, manual, 
and crazy inefficient. Warehouses and 
carriers waste hours per single transport 
on waiting, pay high fines, and lose 
potential business. Our SaaS product 
enables warehouses to finally streamline 
the process of managing deliveries, ensure 
real-time communication with the carriers, 
and improve warehouse utilization.

03.02.2020 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Cargo stream Lithuania Vilnius

Cargo stream is an end-to-end solution, 
managing the whole logistics chain in one 
place (for land transportation by trucks). 
Cargo stream also manages containers 
on behalf of shipping lines. Connectivity 
across the entire logistics chain.

01.05.2019 20 500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Cargo 
Technologies

United 
Kingdom London

LayCan.com provides a global 
marketplace environment and utilities 
for facilitation of trade, transport, 
exchange of documents and payment 
options at low cost in real time. The 
marine shipping marketplace platform 
architecture is based on the principles 
of high level of security, transparency, 
traceability and accountability.

08.03.2018 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Cargofive Portugal Lisbon E-pricing and sales automation 
software for container shipping 27.04.2018 15 200,000 See Full 

Report
See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Cargoful Italy Milan

At Cargoful, we aim to disrupt the road 
freight industry improving the lives of 
thousands of truckers. Cargoful offers 
small and medium transportation 
companies the advantages of large fleets. 
The product is an open, user-friendly and 
smart TMS that allows fleet managers 
to plan their fleet seamlessly and 
connect them to external data sources 
to maximize their fleet utilization.

08.10.2020 8 85,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

CargoLedger The 
Netherlands Amsterdam

"Digital transformation of supply chain, 
transport and logistics.Paperless. 
With blockchain to make trust easy. 
Deleting data becomes impossible. 
Sharing is a breeze and changes are 
transparent. Proof-of-origin, proof-
of-delivery and better information for 
senders, receivers, freight forwarders 
and carriers. We save our customers 
58 cents on the EURO spend on order 
handling and administration."

01.10.2017 11 350,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Company Country City Company Description Founded Employees Funding Segments USP Reference 
Customers

CargoSnap The 
Netherlands Utrecht

All logistics service providers make 
photos and inspect cargo. We make the 
process of storing, retrieving, reporting of 
these images, documents and checklists 
substantially easier using our App (Android/
iPhone) and cloud-based Platform.

28.04.2017 14 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

CargoX Slovenia Ljubljana

The CargoX Platform for Blockchain 
Document Transfer (BDT) is an independent, 
public, and neutral blockchain-based 
document transfer solution for documents 
of title and other original document 
transfer in logistics, supply chain, 
financial, manufacturing, energy, services, 
regulatory and governmental sectors, 
approved by the largest shipping protection 
& indemnity insurers club IGP&I.

07.03.2018 20 7,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

catkin Germany Dortmund

With the help of our innovative IT 
software solutions, we support 
logistics companies in making their 
order processing and communication 
simpler and more efficient. Our motto 
here is: Seamless collaboration across 
company boundaries! In addition to our 
logistics platform, we also offer container 
forwarding software that is specifically 
designed for container transport.

28.05.2013 15 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Centersource 
Technologies Sweden Stockholm

Centersource is an end-to-end plug and 
play supply chain digital platform that 
automates the most time-consuming 
processes companies are facing today 
including Trade, Logistics, Documentation, 
Analytics, Compliance, Accountability, 
Transparency, Visibility and a lot more.

10.04.2018 25 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Chainvine United 
Kingdom London

Chainvine has developed a scalable, cost-
effective technology DLT platform that 
significantly reduces the cost and friction 
of regulatory compliance for the import 
and export of goods, focusing initially on 
the wine and spirits market where traction 
and cooperation have been strong.

01.09.2015 24 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Charry Germany Munich

CHARRY is THE ship-from-store solution 
for all retailers and marketplaces. Our goal 
is to offer a digital full-service logistics 
platform that ensures a transparent and 
integrated communication between 
the parcel services, OMS-systems and 
our customers. This way we enable our 
customers to outsource every operational 
aspect of their logistics process and 
focus on their core business.

01.01.2019 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ChemCode Latvia Riga

Chemcode is a proprietary taggant 
technology that can produce inorganic 
chemical markers on-demand that allows 
to secure product material identification 
(PMI), Batches and material tracking, 
brand protection via hidden taggants, 
Increase security and authentication 
of existing anti-counterfeit methods.

20.02.2020 4 100,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Cind AB Sweden Jönköping

Cind is a software company with the focus 
within measurement and analysis of goods. 
We use computer vision and stereo vision 
to generate 3D models of the objects.

01.01.2016 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

cinvio Belgium Antwerp

"cinvio is a payment platform and 
digital wallet solution for the logistics 
industry to boost B2B e-commerce 
while simplifying and facilitating 
trade between all stakeholders."

14.11.2019 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Circly Austria St. Pölten

The three-person founder team 
develops and provides solutions for 
fcmg companies and their production, 
logistic & retail processes through smart 
and ai based demand forecasts.

01.02.2020 3 380,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Circulor United 
Kingdom London

Circulor enables customers to 
track raw materials through supply 
chains to demonstrate responsible 
sourcing and sustainability

09.01.2017 32 18,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Cubyn France Paris

Cubyn is the #1 e-commerce logistics 
network in Europe. It reduces the 
logistics costs for e-merchants by 30% by 
providing the simplest fulfilment service 
and the best customer experience.

10.09.2014 85 58,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Datapred Switzerland Lausanne

Datapred is a smart control tower for 
industrial raw material and energy 
buyers, providing 360° visibility on 
their markets, their performance, 
and their company's operations.

24.07.2017 16 3,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

DeepStream 
Technologies

United 
Kingdom London

DeepStream is a collaborative, 
transparent cloud-based RFx platform that 
streamlines the strategic sourcing, team 
communication, supplier collaboration 
and much more - all in one place!

27.05.2016 9 1,620,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Digicust Austria Schwechat

"As a digital customs and cybersecurity 
agent, Digicust delivers a transparent 
end-to-end supply chain management 
process, providing high-quality, trustworthy 
data governance & AI services with 
robust, interconnected machines being 
able to process electronic information 
automatically resulting in simple, green, 
safe semi-/fully automated, explainable 
machine decisions and digital datawork.”

23.07.2020 8 380,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Digital Logistics Germany Berlin

Warehousing1 is Germany's leading 
platform for fulfillment & warehouse 
logistics and works with over 750 logistics 
locations across Germany and Europe.

06.09.2018 35 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Dockflow Belgium Antwerp

At Dockflow we provide visibility, 
collaboration and intelligence to shippers 
and forwarders. We support them with 
the right digital tools to offer better 
service to their customers and reduce 
manual/time consuming tasks. We focus 
on track and trace of containers (ocean 
freight), reducing demurrage & detention 
costs and temperature monitoring.

04.04.2018 8 495,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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doks. Innovation Germany Kassel

doks. offers SaaS products and suitable 
hardware (drones, optical sensors, 
autonomous vehicles) for automated 
data acquisition and evaluation. This 
provides exactly the information that 
customers need to optimally align 
their logistics processes. This allows 
a significant increase in efficiency 
and a significant saving in costs 
incurred due to delays and losses.

01.11.2017 20 1,360,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Dorae United 
Kingdom London

Dorae is the physical trade cloud. Dorae's 
software is used to manage processes 
and counterparty interactions all along a 
supply chain, from manufacturing to sales 
to logistics. Dorae users gain visibility 
and connectivity, so they can seize 
opportunity and manage risk. Because 
Dorae’s tech stack includes distributed 
ledger, Dorae is future-proof and has an 
extremely high level of data integrity

01.06.2014 15 50,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

DRONAMICS United 
Kingdom London We offer cross-border same-day shipping 

for EUR 5 or less anywhere in the world 21.08.2014 40 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

DropFriends Germany Cologne

"We transform your neighbour into an 
carrier-independent & paid parcel shop - 
Uber-like Who likes to pay for Prime when 
you only receive your parcel days later 
from unasked neighbors or post offices? 
DropFriends lets anyone create a paid 
parcel store to boost their household 
budget or welcome more customers to 
their store. Independent of all delivery 
services and the first delivery is ensured."

17.10.2019 4 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Dropon Belgium Ghent
We help every company to organize their 
routes, monitor their delivery operations 
and offer superior customer experience.

01.09.2018 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Easy4Pro Luxembourg Contern

Easy4Pro is a digital platform that connects 
shippers and carriers all around the 
world in an easy and transparent way. In 
a few simple steps, Easy4Pro allows the 
shipper to request a shipment and then 
choose their carrier after a transparent 
Bidding. Our software for transport 
procurement is engineered to simplify your 
organization's process and to save costs.

20.04.2016 20 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

EdiFabric United 
Kingdom Basingstoke

EdiFabric offers products that enable 
companies to build value networks and 
connect with trading partners more 
effectively by implementing EDI using only 
familiar concepts and existing resources.

12.08.2016 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

EdilGo Italy Milan

EdilGo is a SaaS-enabled Marketplace for 
the construction industry. Thanks to AI, 
EdilGo automates the way construction 
companies purchase materials and 
service, providing an easy-to-use, highly 
advanced e-procurement platform 
that cuts by 60% the time required in 
the bidding process, with an average 
saving on supplies of about 25%.

10.03.2020 11 500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Einride Sweden Stockholm

Einride is a Swedish technology company 
that develops and provides freight 
mobility solutions based on electric 
and autonomous vehicles, leading the 
transition to sustainable transport. It is 
the world’s first company to operate an 
autonomous, all-electric freight vehicle 
on a commercial route on a public road 
with its groundbreaking Pod vehicle.

02.09.2016 91 152,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

e-motion Italy Turin

e-motion has developed a highly 
performant SaaS platform focused on the 
optimisation of post-purchases processes 
(order management, shipping & customer 
care) for e-commerce merchants. We 
offer a suite of integrated services built 
to assist our clients to improve workflow 
and deliver a post-purchase experience 
that drives long-term customer loyalty.

01.01.2016 30 400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

everstox Germany Munich

We connect commerce businesses with 
the right logistics in the required target 
markets from our network of independent 
3PLs through our smart match-making 
process. We automate data exchange 
between systems through our interface 
and optimize logistics operations with 
our digital tools to manage the full order 
cycle. This means faster fulfillment and 
flexible product distribution across Europe.

01.09.2019 25 4,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Evertracker Germany Schwerin

Evertracker provides a single access 
Control Tower for OEMs and their 
suppliers to get item level predictability 
along global supply chains and across 
multiple parties. The platform provides 
ETA calculation, deviation detection, 
performance monitoring to enable to plan 
and optimize production processes.

01.10.2014 10 3,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Everysens France Lille

Everysens offers the first Transport & 
Visibility Management System (TVMS) 
natively integrating visibility to logistics 
processes to plan, track and optimize 
all supply chain flows in real time.

01.01.2015 30 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Expozed1 Germany Ulm

"Wir helfen mittelständischen 
Unternehmern ihre bestehende 
Lagerflächen effizient, flexibel und 
rentabel zu vermieten und darüber hinaus 
bedarfsorientiert und zum Fixpreis-
Fläche anzumieten. Die Sharingpattform 
für Lager- und Logistikfläche"

01.03.2020 6 250,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

fabnamix Germany Leipzig

We are a software company that simplifies 
supply chains and thus significantly 
relieves operational & strategic 
purchasing. Using our software solution 
thus increases efficiency and reduces 
supply partners to a minimum of 1. Our 
customers can map their regular supply 
partners via our software as well as 
procure everything via us from a single 
source. We call it "gateway purchasing"

02.03.2020 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Fabrikator IO 
Information 
Technologies

Germany Berlin

Fabrikatör minimizes the revenue 
loss of direct-to-consumer brands by 
enabling them building data backed 
resilient supply operations.

20.07.2020 3 60,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Fernride Germany Munich

"FERNRIDE is a leading provider and 
innovator in the field of autonomous 
logistics. We enable driverless logistics with 
a unique approach towards Teleoperation-
as-a-Service (remote-driving). We are a 
Munich based startup founded in 2019 
with the backup of the leading univesity 
of advanced vehicle engineering (TUM) 
(based on 10 years of R&D at TUM ) to 
accelerate our renown customers (Truck 
OEMS, Logistics providers etc.) with the 
deployment of (semi-) autonomous vehicles."

20.09.2019 35 8,400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Filics Germany Munich

Filics is developing a new type of 
driverless transport system for ground-
based pallet transport. This can not only 
handle and optimise the basic transport 
load, but also create new applications 
in the entire intralogistics industry 
through its extraordinary flexibility. Our 
vision is to rethink and revolutionise 
the intralogistical flow of goods.

01.10.2019 6 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Fils Investments United 
Kingdom London

Fils Investments is an innovative software 
house. We create business software with 
cutting edge technologies to provide 
our client with the best on the market. 
Currently focusing on laser cutting, supply 
chain and procurement management 
solutions for large organizations. We 
offer a range of services in order to tailor 
our products to customers’ needs.

14.02.2017 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Find & Order France Paris Optimization of order management in 
warehouses through distance calculation 07.08.2015 8 1,200,000 See Full 

Report
See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

FlorAccess.com The 
Netherlands Utrecht

FlorAccess is an European marketplace 
for B2B professionals buying ornamental 
plants. FlorAccess takes care of 
aggregating products from 150 suppliers, 
supply chain finance and logistics 
for buyers in over 20 countries.

29.03.2012 13 750,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Flowlity France Paris

Flowlity is a SaaS platform that provides 
real-time inventory optimization and 
replenishment using machine learning and 
optimization. As an intelligent trusted third, 
we connect companies in a network to 
optimize their inventories to limit cost and 
avoid shortage without the need to directly 
share sensitive data. We bring visibility, 
efficiency and trust within the supply chain.

01.01.2018 20 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

FoodMeUp France Paris

"FoodMeUp is editing the most ergonomic 
and modern ERP for food professionals. 
We are a team of 10 passionate FoodTech 
experts, keen to bring the best value to 
our customers: restaurants, bakeries, 
caterers, groups and independents. We 
are the only very modern player on the 
market: our competition is made of antique 
tools whereas we are agile at the core, 
always pushing towards a higher quality"

01.01.2014 9 3,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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forkNAV SIA Estonia Tartu
We digitize workflow and precisely position 
stored goods in non-standard pallet 
warehouses, both outdoor and indoor.

26.03.2020 6 150,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Forto GmbH Germany Berlin

Forto was founded with the vision to 
deliver a highly transparent, frictionless, 
and sustainable digital supply chain. 
Forto platform technologies address the 
entire process stream, from offer, booking, 
document administration, tracking and 
tracing to pro-active exemption processing 
and analysis, supporting our customers 
with greater visibility, insight, and control.

01.04.2016 550 340,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Freidesk Lithuania Vilnius
We are a SaaS-enabled marketplace. 
Freidesk is offering a solution that handles 
logistics processes and makes it simple.

01.01.2019 15 300,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Freightify Denmark Copenhagen

"Freightify is a freight-tech start-up 
aiming to revolutionize the trillion-dollar 
international freight industry. Freightify 
empowers freight forwarders by providing 
white-labeled rate automation solutions 
to digitize their rate procurement, rate 
management, and quotation processes 
with ease. We also provide track and 
trace solutions helping forwarders to get 
latest milestone location of vessels."

01.01.2016 100 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Garvis Belgium Antwerp

Garvis provides user trainable, transparent 
AI within a demand planning environment 
that needs no implementation and 
puts the planner in control. It allows 
planners to bring in data that are forward 
looking thus creating error reduction 
of the forecast with 30 to 40%

19.09.2020 14 1,400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

GenLots Switzerland Morges

GenLots is a SaaS provider from 
Switzerland that uses machine learning 
to optimize supply chain processes. Their 
algorithm imports data from an ERP to 
improve inbound materials purchasing 
by decreasing order transactions and 
reducing inventory which saves up to 40% 
on inventory and order costs per material.

15.01.2019 7 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Greenplan 
GmbH Germany Bonn

Greenplan – a 100% subsidiary of Deutsche 
Post DHL Group – offers an algorithm for 
cost efficient tour planning and smart 
logistics in the B2B-sector. With Greenplan 
customers benefit from more sustainable 
shipment and service tours. The algorithm 
was developed together with the University 
of Bonn. Greenplan is winner of the 
PostEurop Innovation Award 2020 and 
Champion Project at WSIS Prizes 2021.

01.02.2020 14 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Hedyla Spain Viladecans
Hedyla is a software company dedicated to 
optimize logistic processes of companies 
through Artificial Intelligence.

01.06.2019 8 480,138 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

HEUREMO Germany Duisburg

HEUREMO provides the Mobility 
Management of a new Generation. 
HEUREMO developed an optimisation to 
automatise the planning and dispatching of 
tours in road traffic. HEUREMOs customers 
reduce their amount of needed vehicles 
by 20% and the driven kilometres by 25%. 
That leads to an overall CO2 reduction of 8 
million tons each year -more than 3 times as 
much as german air traffic emits per year.

04.03.2018 6 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Hive 
Technologies Germany Berlin

Hive is building a full-suite operations 
software for the entire value-chain 
from sourcing to final delivery.

27.05.2020 50 9,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Huboo 
Technologies

United 
Kingdom Bristol

Huboo are an award-winning multichannel 
ecommerce fulfilment company, helping 
online retailers across the world grow their 
business by taking care of all their fulfilment 
needs. We store, pick, pack and post their 
products to customers internationally.

04.10.2017 250 26,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

hystrix medical Switzerland Langenthal

hystrix medical is a SaaS-based platform 
for the sourcing, procurement and 
digital contracting of medical products. 
The platform was launched in 2017 in 
Switzerland where it is now used by some 
200 hospital and government purchasers.

02.06.2017 10 6,277,197 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

iCommunity 
Labs Spain Madrid

iBS-Logistic provides blockchain end-
to-end traceability, allowing companies 
have detailed traceability of products at 
the unit level, solving current problems 
such as inventory management, parallel 
trade or incidents identification.

25.03.2019 8 1,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Ignite 
Procurement Norway Oslo

Ignite Procurement is a Norwegian 
SaaS company facilitating data-driven, 
smarter, and sustainable procurement 
decisions through its best-of-breed 
spend management solution. With the 
ever-increasing importance of technology 
and data in all aspects of business 
decision making, Ignite Procurement 
aims to become the number one player 
within strategic procurement.

15.01.2017 30 4,400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

IMPARGO Germany Potsdam

IMPARGO automates road freight 
collaboration and empowers technically 
underserved SME’s all over Europe 
digitally with an easy-to-use and easy-
to-integrate supply chain SaaS solution. 
Focused on operational efficiency and 
seamless collaboration, our solution 
allows transportation companies 
as well as shippers to plan, assign, 
monitor, and control transports.

01.05.2017 12 170,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Innoship 
Technology Romania Bucharest

Innoship is an aggregator of multiple 
fast delivery options for retail and 
e-commerce companies. Its platform 
democratises access to advanced 
technology for retailers of all sizes, 
helping them to efficiently streamlines the 
costs of courier services by up to 25%

12.06.2019 14 600,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

inpera Germany Berlin

Die Inpera GmbH entwickelt eine 
Plattform für die Bauindustrie, die die 
Ausschreibung, Vergabe und Beschaffung 
von Werksleistungen und Baumaterialien 
stark vereinfacht. Das Team aus Branchen- 
und Technologieexperten bietet als 
unabhängiger Partner mit der Cloud-Lösung 
einen Standard, der die Zusammenarbeit 
zwischen Planer, Bauunternehmen, Handel 
und Lieferanten im Projekt stark vereinfacht.

01.01.2017 12 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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InstaFreight Germany Berlin

InstaFreight is a leading digital logistics 
provider for road freight in Europe – a 
>350 bn € market. The company provides 
customers with digital transport services 
for the reliable and simple handling of 
freight transports. With InstaFreight’s 
platform, shippers and carriers realize 
efficiency potentials in the logistics 
process as well as cost savings 
through state-of-the-art technology.

06.01.2016 200 37,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

INSYLO Spain Barcelona
Remote monitoring of livestock 
farms' silos and optimisation of 
the replenishment logistics

25.05.2013 10 3,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Integrity Next Germany Munich

IntegrityNext enables companies to monitor 
100% of their suppliers for sustainability and 
compliance in order to meet the regulatory 
requirements and reduce risk. The 
IntegrityNext platform automatically obtains 
the required supplier self-assessments and 
certificates while monitoring social media 
for malpractice and reputational risks.

10.04.2016 21 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

inVirtus 
Technologies France Nantes

"InVirtus Technologies is the developer 
and integrator of an innovative AI-powered 
end-to-end IoT solution for seamless 
indoor and outdoor asset tracking. 
Sectors: Logistics, Defence, Aerospace, 
Healthcare. The trackers, coupled with the 
inVirtus™ platform, offer a decision-support 
tool as well as alerts on movements, 
zone exits, delays, or downtimes.

—  a seamless indoor/outdoor 
asset tracking solution.

—  added cybersecurity features 
for strategic assets."

08.02.2018 15 1,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

IOX Germany Düsseldorf

IOX develops IoT solutions & products from 
a single source - fast, individual, scalable. 
By taking a 360° view, IOX as a solution 
partner enables customers to digitise 
processes & products and to integrate 
them into existing infrastructures. IOX 
offers consulting, hardware & firmware, 
connectivity, cloud & app, production & 
service in an end-to-end approach. IOX 
develops its own product portfolio.

07.12.2015 29 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ItsMyCargo Germany Hamburg

ItsMyCargo provides a web-based SaaS 
enabling B2B logistics companies to 
internally quote and calculate their air, 
sea and land rates, as well as externally 
make them available in a branded online 
shop to customers and logistics partners.

01.01.2018 8 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

JITpay Group Germany Braunschweig

"ITpay™ is a fast-growing payment service 
provider specialising in the logistics 
industry. Founded in 2016, JITpay™ 
GmbH digitises the billing and payment 
processes in logistics. JITpay™ takes over 
the complete service settlement between 
client and contractor and combines this 
with a specially developed (reverse) 
factoring programme, which enables the 
immediate payment of contractors."

01.01.2016 55 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Kardinal France Paris

Kardinal is a deep-tech SaaS solution that 
helps logisticians to optimally plan and 
execute their tours. The solution, based 
on proprietary algorithms and in-depth 
machine learning, aims to combine 
cutting-edge technology with human 
intelligence for peak optimization. Its real-
time running allows operational staff to 
adapt to unpredictable environments and 
manage unforeseen events in real time.

05.01.2015 17 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

KEWAZO Germany Garching

KEWAZO is digitizing construction with 
robotics and data analytics. We integrate 
robotic platforms on-site to enable digital 
services. In scaffolding, our robotic 
material hoist LIFTBOT saves up to 44% 
of labor costs, addresses labor shortage, 
and improves safety. By having our 
robots on-site, we collect operational 
data and provide it to our customers in 
the form of a data analytics platform.

18.04.2018 17 4,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Kedeon Latvia Riga

Kedeon enables you to ensure perfect 
quality of deliveries using our easy-to-
implement, purpose-built IoT solutions 
with no upfront costs. With a battery life 
of up to a month, and real-time data we 
can help to pinpoint and optimize different 
aspects of the supply chain. Additionally, 
we help you to be more legally compliant 
with our verifiable measurements.

05.11.2019 9 250,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Keelvar Ireland Cork

Keelvar is a best-in-class provider of 
solutions for procurement organizations, 
with modern sourcing optimization and 
AI-powered automation software to drive 
savings and reduce business risks. Our 
solutions transform the speed and quality 
of supplier negotiations, allowing sourcing 
professionals to shift their attention from 
mundane tasks to innovation management 
and strengthening relationships.

01.09.2012 46 18,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Kemiex Switzerland Zurich

Kemiex offers B2B SaaS / Marketplace 
solutions and Supply Chain Insights for 
Buyers and Sellers of raw materials in 
pharma, feed, food and other chemical 
industries. In strategic cooperation 
with SGS (Quality), ATRADIUS (Credit 
Insurance) and product partnerships 
with other tier-1 companies (Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange, Freightos).

02.05.2017 0 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Kizy Tracking Switzerland Neuchâtel

At Kizy Tracking, we offer an easy-to-
use, reliable and cost-efficient tracking 
solution that can immediately be put 
to action to seamlessly monitor the 
safe transportation of your shipments 
from end to end. Kizy provides real-time 
visibility data on geolocation, movement, 
temperature, humidity, and light changes 
from anywhere in the world via existing 
mobile phone networks and local WiFi.

13.06.2014 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Kodiak Rating Sweden Stockholm

Kodiak Rating aids global procurement & 
sourcing teams to buy smarter, transforming 
the way that buyers and suppliers do 
business through one stellar Supplier 
Relationship Management platform.

01.01.2015 20 1,400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

komshare Germany Cologne

komshare.com is a platform that 
helps companies source the correct 
solutions for their mobile machinery 
needs by positioning the customers 
in the center of the sales process.

10.01.2018 2 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

KREATIZE Germany Berlin

KREATIZE was founded in 2015 by Simon 
Tüchelmann (CEO) and Daniel A. Garcia 
Rodriguez (CTO), to help companies 
with smart purchasing solutions. We 
created a platform that digitizes the 
way custom parts are manufactured 
and ordered, to bring more agility 
into the world of manufacturing.

17.12.2015 50 11,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Laserhub Germany Stuttgart

"Laserhub GmbH is a B2B start-up from 
Stuttgart that has developed a vertically 
integrated, manufacturer-independent 
procurement platform for custom metal 
parts. The Laserhub platform covers 
orders for laser cutting, bending, tube 
laser cutting and CNC turning."

01.07.2017 60 3,150,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Last Mile Team Spain Madrin

Last Mile Team is a deep-tech startup that 
uses Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, 
Internet of Things and other advanced 
technologies to develop deep-impact 
solutions that solve urban logistics and 
last mile delivery global problems at large 
scale that affect all cities in the world.

11.08.2016 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Lexi Solution Sweden Stockholm

Lexi brings transparency to supply chain 
management with its AI-driven SaaS 
solution for global electronics enterprises. 
Lexi helps its customers improve gross 
margins by reducing direct material 
costs and avoiding supply disruptions by 
building robust, resilient supply chains. 
Result: data-driven decision making with 
digitally-transformed SCM processes.

10.11.2010 25 3,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

limbiq.com Germany Duisburg

limbiq.com is a disruptive AI-driven 
supply chain management platform to 
digitize communication and streamline 
workflows along the supply chain at 
unprecedented value-for-money.

06.01.2020 10 590,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

logistics.cloud Germany Munich

logistics.cloud is a platform that connects 
the world of logistics. Our vision is to 
revolutionise the logistics industry 
through intelligent and automated 
data exchange. We’re unlocking a third 
dimension of data by automatically 
integrating planning and order data in real 
time from major platforms and systems, 
giving users complete transparency and 
above all saving them time and money.

07.11.2018 12 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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LuckaBox 
Logistics Switzerland Winterthur

"LuckaBox provides a „hands off“ delivery 
solution to retailers removing the need for 
them to engage day to day, while offering a 
360° overview of their last mile deliveries.  
 A robust dashboard emphasizes insights 
and analytics to help optimize last mile 
deliveries for retailers and carriers."

07.09.2017 7 3,200,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Luggage Pool 24 Germany Stuttgart

Luggage Pool technology is developed to 
fulfil all your logistic needs in cheapest, 
safest and fastest way. LP technology 
connects senders with drivers and travelers 
in real-time, who are ready to ship parcels 
of every size and weight. This helps our 
users to get their day-to-day deliveries 
in few clicks and at affordable prices.

26.02.2020 4 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Magazino Germany Munich

Magazino GmbH develops and builds 
intelligent, mobile robots that perceive 
their environment and make their own 
decisions. These autonomous robots work 
alongside people and make processes 
in e-commerce, fashion and production 
logistics more flexible and efficient than 
ever before. With over 100 employees 
in Munich, Magazino is the largest 
Advanced Robotics team in Europe.

31.01.2014 100 50,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Meili Robots Denmark Copenhagen

Meili Robots offers a universal third-party 
solution that can bridge the communication 
gap and enable seamless operation for 
the robots to function collectively rather 
than individually. Our solution empowers 
businesses to diversify and scale their 
mobile robot fleet while accelerating ROI 
and improving sustainability records.

30.04.2019 8 52,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Mercanis Germany Berlin

Mercanis redefines indirect procurement. 
The core of the solution is an AI-
based selection, automated tendering 
and integrated - legally compliant 
- process handling - and supplier 
management as a stand-alone software 
solution or partially integrated into 
an existing system landscape.

01.10.2020 13 2,200,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Minespider Switzerland Zug

We have the right to know where the 
materials that make up our products 
come from, and under what conditions 
they've been produced. Minespider's 
public blockchain platform lets responsible 
companies distinguish their trusted 
products with secure digital certificates 
tracking all manner of critical material data, 
from provenance to carbon emmissions.

17.05.2018 16 3,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Mooevo Spain Madrid

Mooevo designs and develops disruptive 
and exclusive solutions for sustainable 
mobility. We are based in Madrid (Spain), 
but our ambitions are at global level 
because sustainable mobility is a global 
concern. To achieve our goals, the company 
has a highly qualified multidisciplinary 
team with a long management and 
entrepreneur experience in companies 
of the electric mobility sector

31.10.2018 9 700,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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myDaylivery Germany Cologne

"We operate both, long-distance and 
short-distance logistics with our own 
fleet and an in-house route optimisation 
software. The focus has been on last-mile 
logistics for almost 2 yrs. About our last-
mile project ""Braidys"": We combine ship-
from-store with on-demand delivery and 
connect stationary trade with ecommerce. 
Consumers order everything from 1 source 
via the app and support local retailers"

17.11.2017 9 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Myos Germany Berlin

Myos introduces a radically new form 
of product-backed financing. We help 
merchants globally grow to scale, fully 
digital and flexible. In doing so, Myos goes 
completely new ways of assessing risks and 
collateral based on big data and machine 
learning, which only became possible 
with marketplaces such as Amazon.

01.03.2018 20 54,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Mysupply Germany Hamburg

We at mysupply are convinced that 
digitization in procurement has huge 
potential. Especially in the area of 
negotiations, we believe that the most 
modern technology should be used 
to generate an exchange between 
suppliers and buyers that ensures on 
both sides sustainable future viability. 
We are working at our locations Hamburg 
and Sofia to provide our clients a 
completely new sourcing experience.

01.03.2020 13 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

NAiSE Germany Stuttgart

NAiSE manages the traffic in intralogistics 
by localizing and connecting all 
participants (people, forklifts and 
mobile transport robots). The NAiSE 
solution eliminates conflicts and 
bottlenecks and thus increases the 
efficiency of the flow of goods.

07.03.2017 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Navlandis Spain Valencia

"Navlandis is a technology-based company, 
born to bring innovation and sustainability 
to the transport and logistics sector. Our 
first development is Zbox, a new generation 
of foldable container. Zbox innovative 
and patented mechanism of folding has 
been currently built in 20 ft units that 
have been certified according to CSC 
and ISO 1496 standards. Industrialization 
phase is being now performed."

15.05.2014 9 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

NEURA Robotics Germany Metzingen

We are building robotic assistants with 
an emphasis on a natural and intuitive 
human robot interaction to enable the 
automation of novel industries like 
medicine, elderly care and many others.

01.05.2019 48 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Nextail Labs Spain Madrid

Nextail is a new-generation platform for 
retail merchandising. Leveraging advanced 
analytics and AI, Nextail empowers 
brands and retailers to sell more with 
less stock through hyper-local demand 
forecasting and agile process automation.

01.10.2014 95 12,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Nexxiot Switzerland Zurich

As an innovator in the IoT space, Nexxiot 
specializes in digitizing non-powered 
cargo transport assets, increasing their 
trackability, control, safety, and security. Our 
global coverage includes over 160 countries 
across 450 network roaming partners 
making it one of the most significant 
global clouds in the logistics industry.

04.03.2015 65 58,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Nomagic Poland Warsaw

Nomagic provides the smartest pick 
and place robotic solutions for order 
fulfillment. We automate tedious tasks 
while reducing the cost of fulfillment and 
allow warehouses to face shortage of 
labor and scale easily to 24/7 operations.

01.06.2017 40 8,600,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Normative Sweden Stockholm

"The world has witnessed exponential 
economic growth, and with that an 
exponential rise in greenhouse gas 
emissions. Now is the time for exponential 
climate action. At Normative we want to 
accelerate the transition towards net zero 
emissions. We provide emission accounting 
based on science, empowering companies 
to reduce their carbon footprint."

01.01.2014 27 2,100,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Octovan Turkey Istanbul

Octovan is a logistic tech start-up 
that brings together reliable movers 
and consumers & businesses with 
its optimization algorithms to provide 
lower-fixed price home, [business] 
and partial moving services.

29.03.2017 22 600,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Omniopti Slovenia Kojsko

We developed a new mathematical 
algorithm for multi-objective optimization 
that provides many alternative paths, 
from which we can choose from, and 
eventually get a much shorter solution, 
which still satisfies all the time constraints. 
Several objectives (such as time, distance, 
price, emissions, etc.) can be used. 
This enables an improved approach 
to optimization on several levels.

05.02.2019 8 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Omnipack Poland Warsaw

"The best eCommerce fulfillment services:

—  99,92% - that's our Perfect Order Ratio

—  Cut-off until 6 pm. - Orders placed 
before that time can be packed 
and shipped the same day.

—  Same/Next day delivery - build 
your competitive advantage

—  25 000 sqm of modern warehouse 
space adjusted to eCommerce needs

—  We have over 15 years of experience 
in logistics and eCommerce"

01.03.2016 100 9,700,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Onalytics Portugal Lisbon Onalytics is the beer keg management 
SaaS for efficient sales logistics. 06.11.2019 4 300,000 See Full 

Report
See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

OPTIMIZ United 
Kingdom London

We enable businesses to effortlessly 
manage temperature sensitive 
cargo damage claims.

15.08.2018 5 350,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Optiwiser A.I. 
Solutions Germany Munich

We boost the supply chain performance of 
SMEs through the power of AI! Our vision 
is to offer a holistic supply chain cloud. Our 
first module, which is a demand planning 
software is already on the market.

26.11.2020 4 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Orbica Germany Berlin

Our innovative location intelligence 
solutions combine business intelligence 
and geospatial data for the development 
of new business applications. We use 
geospatial technology, imagery, and 
artificial intelligence to unlock the 
business value of location data. We put 
your data into the right context with 
modern maps dynamic infographics, 
and interactive visualization.

21.02.2018 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Orderadmin Bulgaria Varna

The OrderAdmin cloud-base platform 
is a complex solution for e-commerce 
companies. It's suits for companies of 
all sizes. The small and medium-size 
retail companies are already one step 
ahead of their competitors with the 
Order Admin cloud software solution. 
We make everything clearly in the 
everyday fulfilment operations.

13.12.2018 11 400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Paack Spain Barcelona

Paack is an avant-garde technology start-
up. We believe the future of e-commerce 
deliveries is a customer-controlled system 
that schedules the distribution according to 
clients’ preferences. Our product ecosystem 
was designed in-house allowing both 
technology and operations to integrate 
perfectly, delivering parcels more efficiently.

01.09.2015 250 82,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Packwise Germany Dresden

Packwise IIoT solution enables companies 
in the process industry to digitize 
their supply chain. New transparency 
presents customers with radically new 
opportunities in production planning 
and designing business models.

17.10.2017 14 3,600,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

PaketConcierge Germany Berlin

"PaketConcierge makes receiving packages 
fail-safe and easy, both for recipients and 
carriers. We allow consumers to receive 
all packages at one favorite alternative 
out-of-home delivery (OOHD) address, 
despite of who is shipping. We developed 
a universal app to carrier-agnosticly 
connect consumers to nearby pick-up 
points. And help carriers to thus increase 
bundling shipping to less stops."

05.05.2020 5 180,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ParcelP Germany Bremen

There are plenty of empty or half empty 
trucks driving on European roads. We 
utilize those capacities to create a 
parcel delivery network without any 
additional traffic on the road. The service 
is profitable even when asking for 90% 
less than the average market price.

01.01.2021 1 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

PAXLY Germany Halle (Saale)

PAXLY is the digital supplier for individual 
packaging. Everything from a single source 
that saves you time, money and nerves 
in the procurement process. For every 
packaging there is the right manufacturer in 
the PAXLY network, where PAXLY, as a bulk 
buyer, gets the best conditions for you.

08.01.2019 6 900,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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pepper Spain Madrid
Sustainable model for the last 
mile delivery based on technology 
and social commitment

27.08.2020 3 75,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Photoneo Slovakia Bratislava

"Photoneo is a leading developer of 
advanced automation solutions based 
on in-house developed robot intelligence 
and industrial 3D vision. The product 
portfolio includes outstanding 3D machine 
vision systems for capturing static as well 
as dynamic scenes, AI-powered robot 
intelligence systems for depalletization, 
singulation & sorting of parcels, or 
bin picking, and other solutions."

24.08.2013 150 11,100,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Picavi Germany Herzogenrath

Our Pick-by-Vision solution makes it 
possible to visually manage the picking 
process for goods in intralogistics in 
a consistent manner. The use of this 
innovation maximizes productivity 
at warehouses and minimizes error 
rates. When wearing the smart 
glasses, warehouse workers have both 
hands free for their primary tasks.

12.01.2013 45 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Pick8ship 
Technology Switzerland Zurich

Pick8ship developed a new modular 
logistics system for e-commerce 
that revolutionizes the way we fulfill 
and deliver goods: Pick8ship shelf-
less, robot fulfillment and delivery 
– the logistics backbone for the 
Circular Economy. Pick8ship is a game 
changer enabling a step change in 
performance and sustainability.

05.10.2018 15 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

poolynk Germany Collenberg

Only 95 of 100 pallets shipped to 
customers will come back after use. 
This loss adds up to over €10 bn per year 
globally. Use of the digital pallet note 
by poolynk results in reduced losses 
and significantly lower admin costs.

16.10.2016 6 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

PortXchange The 
Netherlands Rotterdam

PortXchange offers software as a service 
platform that connects operational data 
from all port call actors, standardizes it, 
and provides a single source of truth. We 
can predict port call behavior, thereby 
helping port communities and shipping 
lines optimize their operations, saving 
fuel, costs, and cutting CO2 emissions. 
PortXchange operates at the Port of 
Rotterdam, Houston, Algeciras,Felixtow

17.10.2018 32 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Postis Romania Bucharest

Postis is the first Romanian LogTech 
startup to disrupt traditional ways 
in logistics, transportation and 
retail through the use of IT – open 
digital platforms, machine-learning 
algorithms, data driven decisions 
and process automation. Postis 
Platform bridges ERP, WMS and TMS 
systems, e-commerce platforms and 
marketplaces, to optimize and automate 
the best delivery option allocation.

01.06.2016 15 2,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Prewave Austria Vienna

Prewave is making supply chains more 
resilient and sustainable by monitoring 
and predicting supply chain risks 
through publicly available data around 
the world and in over 50 languages. 
Our customers gain the confidence of 
knowing exactly what is going on in 
their supply chain, giving them enough 
time and information to avert supply 
chain and sustainability issues.

01.08.2017 16 2,300,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

PRIOjet Germany Hamburg

PRIOjet Logistics is the operating system 
for arranging and processing of extremely 
time-critical international logistics 
orders. We are with our Software as a 
Service platform the trusted partner for 
companies with urgent transportation 
needs, for logistics agencies and brokers 
who offers transport solutions with on-
board couriers, for service providers, 
and for on-board couriers themselves.

25.11.2020 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ProcSea France Rennes

ProcSea is the digital partner of the 
Seafood industry. Since 2016, we have 
been developing a modern and innovative 
technology platform (SaaS Software) 
which connects professionals to each 
other in order to improve the daily life 
of operators in the sector, make data 
more reliable and structured, and 
strengthen product traceability.

01.09.2016 25 11,350,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ProfiCircle Switzerland Neuchatel

"ProfiCircle.com, the first Market Network 
for the commercial equipment with 
embedding finance & insurance. ProfiCircle 
enables clients to source, finance through 
full-service leasing, buy, and manage 
equipment acquisition in one place across 
multiple sellers and service providers. 
Customers get the right equipment, 
at the right time, at the right price!"

16.04.2019 19 500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ProGlove Germany Munich

We are a Munich-based company, 
founded in December 2014 by former 
BMW and IDEO employees: Our smart 
glove has already convinced over 
500 customers from the Automotive 
Industry, production and manufacturing, 
retail and logistics. Today ProGlove 
consists of a team of over 200 creative 
minds of 46 different nationalities.

04.12.2014 200 40,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Prokuria Romania Bucharest

Cloud-based platform for automating 
sourcing and supplier management 
that helps procurement teams 
around the world to deliver 
significant cost and time savings.

01.10.2016 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Quantics Austria Vienna

Quantics provides an innovative and 
unique AI-driven planning approach 
that is tailored to customer needs, 
adjusts automatically to changes and 
provides highest forecast accuracy.

01.08.2020 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Responsibly Denmark Copenhagen

Responsibly is a supplier data platform for 
responsible procurement. We provide a 
one-stop-shop for responsible supplier data 
across a wide variety of data providers, to 
make it easier for you to source responsibly. 
Our vision is to make responsible 
sourcing as transparent as price

01.02.2021 4 725,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Rethink 
Logistics Belgium Brussels

Rethink Logistics is a collective of supply 
chain enthusiasts who joined forces to 
have a positive impact on society.

08.04.2020 1 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

retraced Germany Düsseldorf

retraced is a digital platform that allows 
fashion companies to map, visualize 
and trace supply chains down to the 
raw material origin and to connect 
with their supply chain partners to 
efficiently share documents and 
data. This helps every supply chain 
participant to manage and communicate 
their compliance requirements.

01.03.2019 15 15,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

reverse.supply Germany Berlin

reverse.supply is building a white-label 
recommerce-as-a-service platform, 
that enables brands to easily launch 
their own resale business models

04.01.2021 4 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Risk Ledger United 
Kingdom London

Risk Ledger combines a secure social 
network with a risk management platform 
to enable organisations to run a gold 
standard risk assurance programme 
against their vendors while making it 
painless and free for vendors to respond. 
We can detect, respond to, and prevent 
cyber attacks in the supply chain.

02.04.2018 15 1,960,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

riskmethods Germany Munich

riskmethods provides an award-winning 
Supply Chain Risk Management solution to 
address the entire lifecycle of identifying 
risk, assessing impact and enacting plans 
to prevent or mitigate risk. Our approach 
combines innovative Big Data and Artificial 
intelligence capabilities with insightful risk 
intelligence to ensure that the right people 
have the right information at the right time.

01.01.2013 188 44,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

RTI Blockchain The 
Netherlands Amersfoort

RTI Blockchain is a standard solution for 
load carrier management, regardless the 
size or industry. Instead of multiple systems 
& processes which are often quite complex, 
our dashboard simplifies registration 
for all types of Returnable Transport 
Items (RTI). RTI’s are items like pallets, 
boxes, crates, bottles and containers.

17.09.2019 8 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Safecube France Lyon
Safecube provides end-to-end 
and real-time tracking solution for 
intercontinental transport flows.

26.02.2019 9 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

SCALUE Germany Düsseldorf

SCALUE strives to be buyer's first choice 
for procurement analytics. We enable 
procurement teams to make better 
decisions through automated analysis. 
With our use-case-driven SaaS platform, we 
aim to increase the performance in each 
purchasing organization. By guiding our 
clients through the procurement maturity 
journey, we position SCALUE as a strategic 
partner for the procurement department.

21.08.2018 7 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Scantrust Switzerland Lausanne

Scantrust is a connected goods and 
packaging platform for companies that 
depend on selling physical products in a 
connected world. We help protect brands, 
establish supply chain awareness, and offer 
innovative consumer engagement options 
to unlock growth potential in the goods 
companies sell. Learn more or request a 
demonstration at www.scantrust.com

15.01.2014 31 7,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

scoutbee Germany Berlin

scoutbee’s mission is to be the fastest, 
easiest, and most effective way to find 
suppliers and manage supplier data. 
scoutbee delivers procurement teams a 
smarter supplier discovery suite. Powered 
by AI and continuously curated data, 
scoutbee tracks millions of data points 
to bring together supplier information 
with deep insights and a simple, digital 
process for strategic sourcing.

02.12.2015 143 76,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Searoutes France Marseille

Searoutes helps shippers and freight 
forwarders reduce their CO2 emissions 
due to transport. We offer an all-in-one 
solution which help them at 3 touch 
points: the tender, the procurement spot 
and the reporting. We leverage modern 
algorithms & datasets to go beyond the 
standard methodologies. We provide them 
better data, to make better decisions.

24.04.2019 8 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Sendcloud The 
Netherlands Eindhoven

Sendcloud is a shipping platform 
that connects to 80+ shop systems 
and carriers. We use automation 
to simplify label creation, tracking, 
returns, picking & packing

16.12.2012 285 24,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Sendify Sweden Gothenburg

Sendify is a fast growing SaaS Enabled 
Marketplace that offers small businesses 
a simple and cost effective shipping 
solution - so that less time and money is 
spent on logistics, and more on running a 
company. Shipping Management platforms 
have previously been developed for larger 
companies, which has left small enterprises 
without competitive shipping solutions.

01.01.2016 50 8,135,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

sennder Germany Berlin

sennder is the leading European digital 
freight forwarder that connects commercial 
shippers with small trucking companies. 
sennder’s proprietary digital solution 
reduces inefficiencies in the shipping 
process: lowering costs for shippers, 
increasing revenues for carriers and 
reducing industry CO2 emissions

23.07.2015 840 350,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Sensefinity Germany Berlin

"Sensefinity is reclaiming 1.3 Billion Tons of 
food yearly from spoiling - enough to feed 
2 Billion people. We do this by creating 
an integrated global network of real-time 
connected sensors which communicate 
with the logistics infrastructure avoiding 
waste and enabling smart logistics 
applications that provide the right 
conditions for perishable food items and 
if necessary re-routes the produce."

01.11.2013 16 2,200,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Sequesto Belgium Antwerp

Sequesto builds SaaS solutions to optimize 
and automate the Tender Answering 
process, including the optimized filling 
of inventory lists, Security Questionaires, 
RFPs, RFI's through Artificial Intellingence

08.01.2020 8 450,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Seven Senders Germany Berlin

Seven Senders is the leading delivery 
platform to ship parcels. The company 
connects shippers with its carrier 
network of over 100 carriers in Europe, 
enabling them to use excellent local 
shipping as a competitive advantage. 
With additional delivery services such 
as Claims Center, Insurance, Return 
Portal and Labels, Seven Senders makes 
international shipping a simple matter.

16.12.2014 150 65,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Shellock Norway Haugesund
Shellock provides real time visibility 
to shipments, anywhere in the 
supply chain and in the world.

17.05.2019 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

ShipsGo Turkey İzmir

ShipsGo is a container 
transportation platform offering
—  Container visibility for freight forwarders 

and beneficial cargo owners
—  New generation "networking" 

for ocean freight forwarders.

11.03.2016 25 400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

SHIPSTA Luxembourg Luxembourg

SHIPSTA is transforming the global logistics 
industry with a digital platform that 
connects shippers and carriers to ensure 
a frictionless procurement process for 
spot and contract buying, entirely online.

01.05.2015 65 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Shiptimize Portugal Lisbon

Shiptimize offers a single point of 
integration for shipping with a wide 
variety of carriers that can be flexibly 
deployed across sales channels 
and digital supply chains.

09.01.2017 15 1,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Sirum Germany Hamburg

Our webbased Transport Management ERP 
software digitizes all relevant processes 
of transport&logistics companies in an 
"All-in-one" solution. We combine the func-
tionality of TMS+WMS+ERP+driver-app

01.01.2016 15 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Skyfarer United 
Kingdom Coventry

Skyfarer is an exciting start-up at the 
forefront of making drone delivery 
possible. We sell a proprietary software 
system, and processes, that enable 
drones to easily and routinely be used 
for commercial logistics operations.

30.06.2017 4 330,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Soplaya Italy Udine Soplaya is a B2B food marketplace where 
chefs buy directly from producers 03.10.2017 30 4,800,000 See Full 

Report
See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Sourcing 
Playground

United 
Kingdom Bournemouth

Software as a service company for 
brands & retailers to optimise supplier 
discovery and qualification for improved 
and more sustainable sourcing.

21.08.2017 2 350,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

SpaceFill France Paris

"SpaceFill is the European cloud of 
warehousing. Our mission is to make 
storing goods as simple as storing 
your data on the cloud. We're able to 
make it happen through our network 
of 3000 warehouses, the largest in 
Europe, and our storage management 
platform. We make externalized storage 
easy to activate and operate while 
creating a stronger LSP ecosystem."

18.06.2018 40 7,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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SpotCargoHub Germany Staudt

With our digital platform we offer a SaaS-
Solution for shippers and forwarders 
to manage their freight-requests and 
quote communication. No e-mails, no 
pdfs - spotcargohub reduces and speed-
up internal processes for both parties!

01.05.2019 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Store-Anything Germany Potsdam
We offer easily accessible low cost 
storage to businesses and private 
people German metropolitan areas.

26.08.2014 3 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Storebox 
Holding Austria Vienna

Storebox is the first fully digitized self-
storage solution in Europe, with more than 
120 locations. We offer storage spaces for 
private and business purposes. Thanks 
to the innovative access system, the 
Storebox can be accessed around the 
clock. Smart sensors measure temperature, 
humidity and access activity in real 
time. The Storebox is video-monitored 
and the stored items are insured.

15.01.2016 45 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

SupplHi Italy Milan

SupplHi connects global industrial supply 
chains. SupplHi Vendor Management 
SaaS for B2B industries (for Oil&Gas, 
Shipbuilding, Renewables, Construction, 
Steel, ...) is chosen by the most demanding 
buyers of all sizes to manage their supplier 
base, at a global level. Today SupplHi 
is an industry-wide platform of 60.000 
Vendors from 110 geographies, across 2800 
categories of equipment and services.

17.02.2015 15 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

SupplyCompass United 
Kingdom London

SupplyCompass is a production platform 
that helps brands collaborate with 
their manufacturers more effectively 
throughout the whole design to delivery 
process. It gives both parties greater 
control and visibility over all product 
information helping them deliver their 
products on time, on budget and to 
their exact quality requirements.

25.11.2015 25 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

SurplusHub 
International Norway Hauge i Dalane

SurplusHub.com – the world’s 
premier marketplace for selling and 
buying surplus oil, gas and shipping 
equipment. SurplusHub® - Transparent, 
efficient, safer and greener

19.10.2014 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

sustainabill Germany Cologne

Our company sustainabill provides the 
leading sustainability platform to achieve 
responsibly sourcing by monitoring 
climate targets and ensuring social 
compliance along the entire supply chain.

05.03.2017 7 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Tacto Germany Munich

Tacto develops an intuitive and data-
driven procurement solution to focus 
on what matters while automating what 
does not. The AI-based software gives 
customers a transparent overview of 
their spend, algorithmically suggests 
risk & savings potential and automates 
all transactional workflows in sourcing 
and supplier management.

16.07.2020 10 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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TheGepek Croatia Zagreb

TheGepek is a same-day and & 24/7 
package delivery platform based on 
using empty cargo space of existing 
driving resources (like carpooling) while 
generating positive social impact.

09.09.2020 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Trackcol The 
Netherlands Rotterdam

Trackcol measures different environmental 
conditions (such as location, shock, 
temperature, light, humidity, etc) during 
transport with smart IoT trackers that are 
connected to our innovate smart logistics 
Trackcol platform. We are on a mission to 
make supply chains more transparant and 
reduce global waste. With our platform 
you improve your supply chain visibility.

02.10.2020 5 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Tracks Germany Berlin
Tracks monitors and analyses primary 
Scope 3 emissions data, empowering 
companies to manage their CO2 emissions.

22.01.2018 17 3,600,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

transiteo France Rosheim
transiteo is a deep tech startup 
specialising in the creation of tools for 
the automation of customs processes

12.01.2016 4 2,310,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Transmetrics The 
Netherlands Amsterdam

A state-of-the-art AI platform developed 
exclusively for logistics, Transmetrics 
optimizes transport planning by 
leveraging the power of machine learning 
and predictive analytics. Transmetrics 
combines the strengths of humans and 
artificial intelligence, ensuring the highest 
operational benefits and reducing the 
environmental impact of logistics.

08.01.2013 35 4,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Transport 
Data Europe

United 
Kingdom Manchester

Motorwaybuddy created the first and only 
freight crime hotspot map in Europe. By 
accessing the driver friendly compliance 
management tool the the driver captures, 
sends and records freight crime from their 
device with the data being stored and 
on the haulage company web portal.

01.04.2017 1 150,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Trendskout Belgium Ghent

"Trendskout brings artificial intelligence 
to every industry. Discover a wide range 
of applications for your sector. Are you 
looking to solve a particular challenge? 
The Trendskout AI platform enables your 
teams to build their own, fully customized 
AI applications faster than ever.

—  Kickstart your AI implementation

—  Trendskout makes artificial 
intelligence more intuitive than 
ever and drives immedi"

07.01.2019 18 1,300,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Trunkrs The 
Netherlands Nieuwegein

Trunkrs is the delivery upgrade for 
E-commerce delivery. Our delivery 
service is fast, flexible, friendly, 
sustainable, and super reliable. Our 
services are available for delivery in The 
Netherlands and Belgium (Flanders).

05.06.2015 54 6,399,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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TRUSK France Paris

Trusk is the leader on the last mile 
delivery. We are specialized for heavy 
and large goods and we make sure that 
your delivery runs smoothly, within 2h 
time slot and always with the smile. 
Our clients ? Majors retailers and online 
stores such as Ikea, Leroy Merlin, 
Migros, Emma Matelas, Miliboo...

01.01.2016 90 10,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

UNISOT Norway Oslo

UNISOT is a Enterprise Supply 
Chain Management Platform as 
a Service providing access to a 
Global Business Network

15.01.2018 14 2,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Urbanhub France Paris
We operate last-mile decarbonated 
urban logistics (3PL) in major european 
metropolitan areas, starting with Paris

28.12.2015 16 3,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

UTURN The 
Netherlands Rotterdam

Uturn is a transport management 
platform for containertransport. We 
simplify processes between shippers 
and carriers and have a marketplace 
with 1500 carriers connected where 
you can find capacity in Europe

01.01.2018 14 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Vamstar United 
Kingdom London

Vamstar is an AI-powered global B2B 
healthcare and life sciences marketplace 
platform. We aggregate $2 trillion of 
demand for healthcare products/services 
using ML and provide real-time insights to 
buyers/suppliers to accelerate transactions. 
Our enriched data on buyers, outcomes, 
and contracts reveals interdependencies 
across complex contracting markets 
allowing one to see “the big picture.”

01.09.2019 76 1,700,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

VONZU Tech Spain Barcelona

"VONZU Tech has developed an innovative 
SaaS solution for logistics and distribution, 
which enables the orchestration of 
the supply chain for more efficient, 
sustainable and profitable city logistics. 
Its technology digitizes and automates 
any logistics operation and increases the 
technological and operational capacity of 
companies, to respond to Last Mille market 
demands and sustainable mobility."

01.01.2018 17 225,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

WAKU Robotics Germany Dresden

"WAKU Robotics enables logistics and 
manufacturing companies to select, 
implement, and operate the best robotic 
solutions. Mobile robots and AGVs can 
be compared and procured via our 
marketplace 'Lotsofbots.com'. Our SaaS 
product ‘WAKU Sense’, an agnostic robot 
control tower, enables robot operators to 
increase robot utilization, reduce downtime, 
and stay robot vendor-independent."

17.09.2019 11 1,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Wenda Italy Castel Maggiore 
(BO)

Wenda is an innovative Italian company 
which created a universal and collaborative 
Platform that enables food and logistics 
companies to easily manage, analyze and 
share temperature, logistics and track & 
trace data from producer to consumer, 
supporting the most common tracking 
devices and monitoring systems. Wenda 
aims to boost customer confidence, 
improve process efficiency, mitigate risks.

26.02.2015 18 1,800,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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Winddle France Paris

Winddle is a collaborative web-platform 
that offers a unique end-to-end and agile 
approach of SC management, unifying 
data & streamlining collaboration between 
IT systems, supply teams and partners 
from order to delivery. Thanks to Winddle, 
companies increase their operational 
productivity, supply chain data accuracy 
and granularity and their supply chain 
global performance (delays, quality, costs

05.05.2015 15 1,500,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Wingcopter Germany Weiterstadt

Wingcopter is an award-winning German 
manufacturer and service provider of 
eVTOL unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) 
dedicated to improving and saving lives 
worldwide through meaningful commercial 
and humanitarian delivery applications. 
The startup is currently focused on 
optimizing medical supply chains. In 
the future, Wingcopter will also deliver 
packages, spare parts, food, or groceries.

18.10.2017 103 25,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

WiseChain The 
Netherlands The Hague

Created in 2018 and building on an 
idea developed while working for the 
glass industry, WiseChain founders 
develop Salesforce-based solutions 
enabling manufacturers in their 
journey towards visibility-sharing with 
their teams, customers and partners. 
Geolocation & Tracking inside Salesforce 
answers the needs of supply-chain 
managers for better fleet monitoring 
and field service operations.

28.03.2018 2 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Wuunder The 
Netherlands Amsterdam

Wuunder is a company based on principles 
of Holacracy and consists of a team of 
industry experts and IT specialist.

16.01.2016 45 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Xeneta Norway Oslo
The leading ocean and air freight 
rate benchmarking, market analytics 
platform and container shipping index.

01.10.2013 80 49,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Xylene Germany Reutlingen

Xylene is a traceability solution that enables 
importers and producers easily fulfill 
compliance and to build up sustainable 
supply chain transparency. Xylene enables 
the visualization of the product journey 
with a web dashboard and strengthens 
awareness responsible products. A 
mobile application combines supply chain 
management with satellite technology and 
blockchain to collect trustworthy data.

06.01.2019 3 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

YaCu Russia Moscow

YaCu is a multifunctional platform that 
allows to solve the external and internal 
logistics issues in a very efficient way. 
The platform has a module structure and 
works in combination with a personal 
account and a mobile application 
for drivers or GPS / GLONASS tracker 
installed in the car. It is suitable for 
both customers and vehicle owners.

01.01.2017 17 36,000,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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YDISTRI, SE Czech 
Republic Prague

Ydistri is a cloud-based app that can 
eliminate financial losses and manage 
unsold goods called deadstock through its 
redistribution technology. Ydistri developed 
its own predictive and optimization 
algorithm, enabling merchants to 
efficiently forward such stocks between 
stores within its branch network, and 
selling deadstock in these stores before 
discounting or writing it off as losses.

01.01.2020 15 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Yload Romania Cluj

Yload connect the shippers with carriers 
using AI. We have more the 10.000 Trucks 
and Vans and every day are more then 200 
trucks that enter to yload marketplace.

15.07.2019 4 — See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

Zedify United 
Kingdom Cambridge

Zedify has developed a tech driven 
system for urban deliveries utilising 
microhubs that act as a gateway and 
consolidation centre for the city, coupled 
with electric cargo bikes for first and 
last mile delivery. This unique model can 
halve the price of sameday delivery whilst 
reducing emissions and congestion.

18.06.2018 12 400,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

zipmend Germany Hamburg

"Deliver today–courier service–direct 
transports. As a forwarding & technology 
company, we want to enable the 
booking+handling of courier transports 
quickly, easily and therefore digitally. We 
are able to load anywhere in Germany 
and all European economic centers in 
60-120 minutes and then deliver the items 
directly. We have a rapidly growing partner 
network with > 7,500 courier vehicles."

02.11.2015 15 200,000 See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report

See Full 
Report
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CLOSING 
REMARKS
This is the last page of The Supply Chain Management Startups 
Handbook 2021 (Light  Version)�

You can download the Full Version of The Supply Chain Management 
Startups Handbook 2021 here: www.scm-startups.com� 

We hope you enjoyed reading the handbook� If you have any feedback 
don´t hesitate to reach out to us via www.scm-startups.com� We will 
use your feedback to continue improving The Supply Chain Management 
Startups Handbook 2021 and we very much hope that you will 
recommend our service to your friends and colleagues� 

Best
Mathias Bosse
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